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HIGH AND LOW
Low tonight and high Tuesday 
at Kelowna, 39 and 50. Tem[>s. 
recorded at Kelowna Saturday: 
47 and 34; .04 rain. Sunday: 43 
and 39 with .01 of rain.
The Daily Courier FORECASTTiUonnitU'nt ram tiKlav CUnuly ti»ight and 'l\u\Miay, Mdd SvHjth- l i ly  wind, 15 tixiay. light tamght and Tuo.-idav.





1 (Editor’s Note: The views expressed in the following 
artii'le are those of the writer’s alone and are not to be 
construed as being those of The Daily Courier, or, as 
statement of Courier editorial policy.)
By NORMAN GOTRO  
Daily Courier Wire Editor
Three important considerations during the past week in­
fluenced political observers to believe Prime Minister Diefen- 
baker’s bid for re-election has been strengthened.
Two of these concern western Canadians mainly. The 
third concerns every man, woman and child in the country.
1 he three considerations arc:
1. Political unrest in British Columbia.
2. The statement last Thursday of Saskatchewan Premier 
Douglas that the South Saskatchewan dam is assured “unless 
Canada gets a government on March 31 who don’t think the 
dam is in the national interest.”
3. The stock-shuffling revelations made before the Borden 
Energy Commission in Calgary— underlining (whether it be 






The Douglas statement almost 
Is an endorsation of Diefenbaker's 
handling of the contentious South 
Saskatchewan dam issue, which
Even the Liberal handbill—The 
Regina Leader-Post—bitterly at­
tacked the administration for 
their failure to see the light. On
was kicked around for years by 1 this one paper alone we ran ban- 
the Liberals before the people ner headlines and strong edi-
threw them out of office last 
June.
During the years of mishandling 
—and Saskatchewan Liberals are 
as much to blame as eastern 
stalwarts, notwithstanding the 
fight of former agriculture mini­
ster Jimmy Gardiner—only the 
voices of John Diefenbaker and 
M. J. Coldwell could be heard 
crying “shame” in the political 
jungles of Ottawa.
During the big 1953 and 1954 
political battles in Saskatchewan 
over the dam issue, this writer, 
as a staffer on two different pa- 
pers-T-one independent, the other 
a Liberal handbill—watched the 
fight at close range.
Saskatchewan politicians, news­
papermen, farmers, economists, 
students, labor and the whole 
Saskatchewan government head­
ed by Tommy Douglas battled 
fiercely to win the dam.
To no avail—the Liberals were 





torials for days on end 
VITAL PROJECT
The dam is to Saskatchewan 
people, who visualize rich arable 
lands producing vital food sup­
plies and bolstering their dwind­
ling finances, what power and 
mining projects are to Northern 
Ontario and urgent highway needs 
to British Columbia 
The Liberals could find much 
hay to underwrite great projects 
in all provinces—but they were 
reluctant to back-the Canadian 
breadbasket—Saskatchewan!
To many in that hard-working 
province, it was a case of “Sas­
katchewan be damned!”
Is it any wonder that Tommy 
Douglas is revered?
Is it aiiy wonder that a John 
Diefenbaker can sweep a former­
ly strong Liberal constituency 
with more than a majority over 
all pther candidates?
Is this the reason w ^  Jimmy 
Gardiner’S' • sttb i^  '  macIiirie_C îs 
losing some of its gears in the
L 1 |m m  The Douglas statement to the
| | | U | |  VVUI I Saskatchewan Legislature is pro-
w  phetic; he doesn’t want to see a
I I  Xm. I J I  f t  ^  Rroup back in Ottawa who
I  I f t n A l H C  U  I  may again kick the dam in the
w M l l w l w l ^  teeth. Only hope for such a pro-
* ject is a CCF or Tory administra
tion.
Western observers think Sas- 
Ikatchewan people will cast a big 
O'TTAWA (CPt—The Supreme ®hce of support to Diefenbaker.
■  ̂ Meanwhile, in British Colum­
bia, Premier Bennett seems to 
have found himself in a lot of 
hot water of late.
FEDERAL EFFECT 
Although this might not affect 
the provincial machine in a pro­
vincial election, the unrest is 
bound to have a telling effect fed­
erally, Sparse representation 
from Social C^reditism in the par­
liament of Canada has been the 
rule.
In effect, how will B.C, vote? 
This province has been inde­
pendent of party affiliation for 
year.s—it has become more so in 
the last couple of years. Most 
people In B,C., we honestly be­
lieve, either vote according to 
their conscience or for what they 
hope to get from a federal ad­
ministration
In either case, most people 
seem to think they won’t get it 
from the Liberals and if there is 
dissatisfaction with Social Credit 
provincinlly, It will have its ef­
fect nationally. That leaves only 
CCF and Tory candidates for 
whom, most people will vote—If 
they vote at all.
'Dlls makes it appear likely 
that Diefenbaker's supporters in 
this province will gain between 
three and five scats to give him 
somewhere between a total of 10 
and 12 B.C, scats.
Okanngan-Boundary observer? 
generally arc ng re^  the fight 
locally is between Conservative 
David Pugh, of Oliver, and CCFer 
O. L, Jones, of Kelowna, Doth are 
staunchly honest men and both 
are pitching hanl personalized 
campaigns. At the moment, Pugh 
seems, to have the edge—but
CANADA GAS EXPORT POLICY 
HINGES ON SUPPLY FIGURES
C,\LGARY (CP) — Borden Energy Commission 
members indicate that any policy on Canadian gas export 
hinges on the accuracy of several estimates of Canada's fu­
ture reserves and predicted requirements.
Commissioners are faced with figures ranging up to 
300 trillion cubic feet as an estimate of potential Canadian 
supplies. They have been told Trans-Canada’s eastern de­
mand has increased beyond early forecasts and more gas will 
be needed for use in this country in the future.
After Calgary hearings, set to end March 4, the com­
mission moves to Toronto ,\pril 10; Regina April 14; Cal­
gary again April 29; Vancouver May 14; and Winnipeg 
in June.
Five Men Escape 
Death In Crash
LIBERAL CANDIDATE
Court of Canada today denied a 
Doukhobor couple's attempt • to 
appeal a judgment of the British 
Columbia Court of Appeal in con­
nection with their son’s commit­
tal to the New Denver, B.C., 
school,
Anne and Bill Perepolkin of the 
Sons of F'reedom Doukhobor sect 
applied for leave to appeal a de­
cision of the B.C. Appeal Court 
that lower courts examine com­
mittal of their son Bill, Jr., 9, 
under section 13 of the B.C. Pro­
tection of Children’s Act.
Their .son’s committal was 
quashed by the B.C, Appeal Court 
which referred the case back to 
the B.C, Supreme Court to see if 
the committal could be enforced 
under the section covering unfit­
ness of parents to keep their 
child,
The Perci>olkins sought to pre­
vent this re-examination of the 
case on the ground that the sec­
tion is outside the legislative 
powers of the province and in 
terfercs with their religious free­
dom.
“Cmil.D BE CHAOS"
The Supreme Court here de 
nied leave to appeal because the 
committal order was quashed and 
because the B.C. courts have not 
examined the case in the light of 
section 13,
To a suggestion the committal 
Interferes with religious freedom, 
Mr, Justice Charles Ixicke, one 
of three judge.s who heard the 
aiipoal, said .eontpvilsory school 
could lx? refused by parents sim­
ply iH'cause they do not like the 
curriculum,
"If so, there would Ik* chaos 
all . over Western Canada," said 
htr. Justice locke, former Brit 
ish Columbia lawyer.
W. A. Gilmour, West Sum- 
merland lawyer, has been 
named to# contest Okanagan- 
Boundary federal constituency 
for the Liberals in the forth­
coming general election. Mr.
Kinsey Institute Issues
NEW YORK (API — One in 10 
Arnerlcan women becomes preg­
nant before marriage, the Kin­
sey institute reported today.
Of those pregnancies which do 
not lead to .quick marriages, 89 
per cent end in abortion, the in­
stitute said, six per cent produce 
illegitimate children and five per 
cent in miscarriage.
A copyrighted article in the 
current issue of McCall’s mag­
azine is based on the report, the 
first issued by the Institute for 
Sex Research at Indiana Univer­
sity since the death of the in­
stitute’s founder, Dr. Alfred C. 
Kinsey, in 1956.
The report also said:
Among all American women of
Five Penticton men narrowly 
escaped death when their car 
careened over the bank at one of 
the most treacherous corners on 
Highway 97.
’Two of the five passengers and 
the driver, Bertram Fitzpatrick, 
are still in hospital. They are 
John McLennan and Glen Don­
nelly.
’The accident occurred at about 
12:30 a.m. Sunday near the post 
office in Westbank. The car was 
returning to Penticton and went 
out of control, crashing over the 
bank. Jt severed a pole on tTie 
checkerboard, erected following 
an accident at the same spot last 
summer, which claimed the life 
of Rhys Morgan Warren, 32, of 
Vancouver.
RCMP are investigating. Dam 
age to the late model automobile 
was extensive, they said. 
KELOWNA ACCIDENT 
Qh^i}J|!e^ng age nqjw aUy£,joQ£_Q)mbined-damage m two cars
Gilmour is pitted against Con­
servative David Pugh, Oliver; 
CCFer 0. L. Jones, Kelowna; 
and SoCred J. Henry Carson, 
Penticton.
—Photo by Killick
William B. Abbott, of Penticton.
RCMP said the other car, dri­
ven by Ronald Gee of Kelowna 
was proceeding west on Harvey 
when it was struck by the auto­
mobile driven by Abbott, who, it 








Hcfi BLACK FRIDAY rag« <
SPOT NEWS IN BRIEF
ST, JOIIN'S, Nfld, (CP)-Doug. 
ln.s Jting of Vancouver, national 
president of the Young Progres- 
five Consei;vnUves of Canada, 
left Sunday for Corner Brook af­
ter vijiltlng members of the Chi- 
nc.se community here.
NEW WF-STMINSTER (CP) -  
All high ,sch<H>l glrli shpiild 
date n few “?recps” to ' pre­
pare (or marriage beeau.se their 
husbands vsill i»e "half-creeps 
anyway," psychiotrist ,Dr, Wjil- 
Kam Powle.s told more than 200 
teen girls Sunilay,, , , '
WlNTEil PAHK, Fin, <AP» 
'Tlie Unitesl States Army plans to 
wvirk progressively up to s^tel
lites of 5<¥) iKiunds or more, says 
Mnj.-Gcn, John D, Mcdnrls, head 
of the, army ballistic missiles 
agency,
JAKARTA, Indonesia (Reuters) 
— President Sukarno, his govern­
ment opiKiscd by central Su­
matran rebels,, charged today 
that "foreign force has started 
exploding upheavals” in Indo­
nesia.
NEW DELHI (RebtenD-Tiarty 
to 40 iKTsona were reported killed 
qi missing hnd at least 15 badly 
hurt today In « violent explosion 
at Pnthankot, Indian railhead 
town for supplies to Kashmir.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Ac 
countant Charles Eversfield tes­
tified today that he was given a 
total of some $1,400 between 1955 
and 1957 for travel and expenses 
in connection with the Sommers 
bribery-conspiracy case.
It said it all came from Van­
couver lawyer David Sturdy. He 
said some $2.50 or $300 was given 
him to meet expenses from I<os 
Angeles to Vancouver late in 19.55 
when he returned with a trunk 
full of documents taken earlier 
In the year from the offices of 
Pacific Coast SeTvices Limited 
here.
He said Sturdy gave him per 
haps another $400, to meet dally 
expenses while in Vancouver in 
191)5 and advanced a total of an 
other $700 in 19.57, part of it as 
a loan,
It was Mr, Evorsfield's , sei­
zure of docuinents from Pacific 
offices where ho -wa.s emidoyed 
ns bookkeeper betvycen 1951 and 
1955 that started an RCMP in 
ve.stigalion leading to charge 
last November ngnlhst former 
lands and forest minls'ter Robert 
Sommers, three other individuals 
and four companies,
Kversfleld, on the stand for the 
fifth day in the preliminary hear 
lug ix‘fore Magistrate Oscar Orr 
said the document.s were seen I 
Mr, Sturdy in, l/)s Angelos ai 
later gone over in Vancouver  ̂
Sturdy and Gordon G 1 b s o 
wealthy B C, lumberman.
Under cross-examination by 
Alfred Bull, one of eight defcncjB 
coun.sel. Eversfield sold, he did 
not ltn<)w whether Mr. Gibson 
had supplied any of the fund.i 





in seve'tf ha'd or would have a 
premarital abortion..
Most unmarried women who 
underwent abortions continue 
sexual relations afterward. Only 
three per cent stopped.
FEW FORCED WEDDINGS
“Shotgun weddings’’ were com­
paratively rare. Only 19 per cent 
of single women who become 
pregnant married during their 
pregnancies. Half these mar­
riages eventually broke up.
Women born during the “gay 
’90s" were less sexually promis­
cuous than those who reached 
adolescence during and after the 
“roaring ’20s’’. The flaming 
youth of the twenties apparently 
set a new sexual pattern for the 
nation.
The more devoutly religious a 
woman was, the less likely she 
was to become pregnant before 
marriage,
’The magazine article is based 
on the third book in the Kin.sey 
reports on sexual behavior to-be 
published May 14.
SAMPLE OP 5,293 
The statistics are derived from 
the group of nearly 8,000 women 
interviewed for the institute’s 
1953 report, Sexual Behavior in 
the Human Female, After elim­
inating certain interviews what 
remained was a sample of 5,293.
In its 1953 report on female .sex 
behavior, the institute said half 
the women questioned hnd sexual 
experience before marriage. Of 
the.se, one in five becomes preg­
nant, the now report said.
"Pregnancy before marriage is 
not just a rare problem, not just 
a mischance which affects an oc­
casional' ignorant (arm girl—but 
a widespread social problem,’’ 
the new report said,
Causes of sexual relations be­
fore marriage depends on many 
factors, according to the article, 
varying from "li clianei' frag­
rance in the summer air" to “a 
woman’s own sexual appetite," 
The reixirt said that of women 
who became iTiegnant before 
marriage most are ihnrried and 
"presumably arc ns happy ns 
any other wives,"
that collided at Richter and Har­
vey around midnight Saturday 
will run to about 51,200.
Charges are being laid against
In tense Investigation  
C ontinues U n ab a ted
I
I ih Ini: cAnad i  i.\ press
‘ ( . \ I . ( i . \R \  — I lie Borden linerex C'ominiNsion's sv'.ucli-
 ̂ing invcstiyalion ot the .Aincriean role in t ’anadum naUiral
, eas pipeline linaneing mmeil into its fourlh week today.
Montrealer .A. I'. .Atkinson, eluiirman ol 1 rans-C'an;ul.\ 
Pipe L-ines finanee committee lias been e.illed to testify at to­
day’s sittinit— fourtli day of tbc probing of the .'.2()U-mile line’s 
tinancing. C’onstruetion of the line is expected to be completed 
this fall.
The eommi.'^sion has priuruscdi;----------------------------- -------------  —
an interim report on certain as­
pects of the gas industry, prob­
ably recommending a policy on 
gas export, but it already real- 
izzes this is no simple matter.
Arguments for and against i‘x- 
port have been lieard from oil 
companies, government bodies 1 
and commissioners themselves. i 
'rrnns-Cnnada is seeking a piT-l 
mit to export gas to the United i 
States via Emerson, Man. It hasj 
a contract to ship up to 201,000, - 1
000 cubic feet to Tennessee Gas*
Transmission Company, distribu-i 
tors to consumers in Midwi-st- 
states, but it awaits government 
approval. |
FINANCING REVIEWED |
The commission last week re-1 
viewed how ’rennessee helped in 
early financing of tlie pipeline in| 
return for a sizable chunk of|
Trans-Canada’s sliares and thi'j 
iexport contract, which had been]
1 signed previously with a com­
petitor, Northern Natural Gas 
Company.
The Northern Natural Gas con­
tract was cancelled in 19.5.5 when 
Tennessee “ came into the jiie- 
lure’’ by underwriting the ])ur- 
ehasc of steel pipe to begin pipe-j 
line construction east ot the Al­
berta - Saskatchewan boundary,
Trans-Canada President Charles 
Coates told the commission.
Tennessee and two other com­
panies together held a 51-per 
cent control of Trans-Canada com­
mon shares early in 1957, lull;
SPEAKS THURSDAY
Starr To Hear 
Firemen Dispute
OTTAWA (CP)—Labor Minis­
ter Michael Starr will meet CPR 
officials here today in connection 
with their diesel firemen issue.
The minister had been asktd 
for an appointment by the com­
pany, which claimed the Brother­
hood oT Locomotive Firemen and 
Enginemen (CLC’i repudiated a 
signed agreement to negotiate the 
dispute.
Brief company-union talks on 
the controversy over the CPR’s 
proposal to reduce the number of 
diesel firemen broke off Fob. 14, 
and the company announced it 
was rofering the matter to Mr, 
Starr for “appropriate action."
oral election,
SOUTH SLOGAN. B.C. (C PI- 
Two sack-encased bombs were 
found Sunday by boys near this 
Doukhobor village^25 miles west 
of Nelson.
The boys. Gefry Planidin and 
Mike Verigin, were roaming in 
search of beer bottles when they 
saw the sacks resting at the base 
of two main-line power poles of 
the West Kootenay Power and I 
Light Company. |
They were al»ut to pick up the I Co. Ltd. of Cnlgarv, is rc’iiorted]
sacks when^ they noticed the.vj,o be the largest shareholder in' 
were connected by an insulated company, acquiring some, of |
, nts stock, from Tennessee and 
RCMP were informed and cor-;Hud.soii's Bay Oil and Gas Com- 
doned the area while explosive] pony. I
experts were called in. . ' 1
The power poles are 200 feet^^’̂ - PRICE QUESTIONED j 
from a highway and carry power 1 Commission counsel Arthur ] Pear.son has decided to hypas.s 
to Trail and intermediate points ] Pattillo of Toronto has l epi’aledly Winnipeg on his iiationid election 
in the West Kootenay district of̂  questioned Trans - Canada offi- lour.
southeastern B.C. leihls on the effects ot gas export No reason was given for Mr.
A series of recent bombings,011 tlie rates of Caiiadi.aii gas Pear:on's ljypa;s.
M. J, Coldwell, national lead­
er of the CCF party, who will 
addres.s a public meeting in 
Penlieton on TlVursday in su|)- 
have since dispo.sed of iiiost of' pw t (if O. 1.. Jones, candidate 
the stock. The pipeline filed a] hir the Okanagan-Boundauy 
report Friday showing Canadians j ridin.g in tlie foiTheoming fed- 
now own 'alnio.sl 80 per cent oP 
the shares.
A Canadian firm. Home Oil*
Fearsen Will
VANCOUVER tC P i- I .e s t t i '  B.
and attempted bombings in the 
area was climaxed in mid-Janu­
ary when a small passenger train 
was derailed after a portion of 
the track was blown up. As a 
result of these incidents, the CPR 
has discontinued night rail serv­
ice between Penticton and Nelson,
consumers, lie followed the same' Tlie itinerary sliowed Mr. 
line of questioning early in tlie! Pearson will lie in Vanemiver to- 
week when Westeoast Traiismis-'day; Nan.'iimo and Victoria 'I’lies- 
sion Co. Ltd, was exainiiied, ,day; Saskatoon and Koslherri 
Wesleoii.st exports gas to Iheirulliig Thursday: Swift Curreiit 
horlhvve.slcrn U.S: tiirough a 70()-jand Regiiui ^'ridil,v; Medicine 
mile pipeline from nortlierii Bril-jllal Siiturclay; k’Uii Finn and 
See GAS rROUE-LPage 8 'Dauphin Monday, March 3.
*
Huge Quebec Crowd Hears PM 
Pearson Opens Uphill B.C.
CPA POLE FLIGHT 
SETS NEW RECORD
LONDON (Reuters)—A Bris­
tol Britannia airliner on ae- 
citptance trials for Canadian 
Pacific Alrllne.s trxlay com­
pleted the first non-stop (xilnr 
flight from Vancoviver to Dm- 
don. Its time for the 4,fl0()-mlle 
flight wn.s 13 hours 54 minutes.




railways twlay were given until 
March 10 to apply for leave to 
appeal to the Supreme Court of 
Capoda against the size of a 3.6- 
l>cr-ccnt general freight' rate Ip- 
erense uworded them in Decern- 
tier.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Five weeks before election day, 
March 31, Prime Minister Diefen­
baker claims widespread public 
support for the return of a ma­
jority Progressive Conservative 
government.
In a speech at 'rrnls-Rlviores, 
Quo,, Saturday night he said 
there Is an attitude “everywhen> 
apparent" to give his party a 
majority in the 2(i,5-seal, Com­
mons,
He spoke to almost 4,000 per­
sons at a S2-a-plate testimonial 
dinner for Solicitor-General Reon 
Baleer, seeking' re-election.
',Mpre than 200 persons stood at 
the roar of the big Industrial 
Bulldirig in the exhibition grounds, 
Waitei's still \vere (llstrlhuting 
plates of roast turkey when the 
prime minister • finished hl.s 
.speech,
Mi;, Diefenbaker made hl|t mo,si 
vlgorou.s reply yet to Liberal 
Leader Lester B, Pearson's 
pledge of $400,000,0(K) In tax cuts, 
lie rellerated the former l.ih- 
eraf government wa.s repeatedly 
warned a year ago of rising vin- 
emhloyrnenl,
"He (Pear.soni says tlie time 
has come to reduce taxe.s," Mr, 
Dlefenhakiu' said. “ I ask him why 
he voted against reduelpg taxes 
in March and Ariril of 1957,
Tlie Conservative government 
had acted by cutting taxes,! re­
ducing Interest, rates, raising old 
age pensions, providing $:t(Ki,0()0,- 
000 In mortgage'(iind,4 for winter 
Canadian ^h'PPlng up pub
funds can ever be fully brought I eaine under the piiNic ("vc. 'h en '  tonight, tlie fir.'d in an eiglit- 
into the open. On other point;; he lelt some (lay lour of the four wi'stern
Then' has boon much talk in doubt in reporters’ minds whelli- iirovinces. 
the la s t , .50 year.s of such a step, he'wiaild favor free and Opeiij Tl,,. I.iherals face an uphill 
he told a Vancouver press eon- ’̂'-"'Pelltioii with the p o h l l e l y - ' j u  |„,|,|
feronee Sunday, hut Utile, has "wned CBC’.s U'levuiloii ('' 'Bed
been achieved,. The reason,' he]"" 'l  «hled away from bating 11  ̂ ....
suggested, is that many a cam-l^'hw on the prieing of Canada'.'. m the liii.t pailiameni, lli(>
paigner would he reluctant to ''( 'hinil gas in Canada and tlie l'rogi'es;;ive ('oiu.ervativc:; and 
make contributions to political! Chilled Stales, C c F  elich held sevi'ii and the So-
partles if every contribution M i ' .  Pear,soq opens his big rally end Creoil t!ix.
lie works pKigruniS and eglcnd- 
Ing by two months the pi'rlorl for 
special wii\ter-tln)e umtmploy- 
ment ihsilraVi()c iK'iieflt.s, 1 
Liberal leader Ix',sU?r B. | ’enr- 
son has expre.ssed doubt whetlier 
the .sources ,of election ciimpalgn
KELOWNA TRAFFIC PATROL
'rhe Bciy’fl Hl-Y Club of (lie 
Kelowna lligh School is moking 
a I (lefermlned hid to proniotd 
traffic safety at local Inter*
aectlons. . Ill tint idxjve ' plioio, 
Terry .Steward, a gCade 12 slu- 
dcrit and member of the lll-Y 
iclub, l,s Seen directing traffic on
busy Pend(»/,l Bt.'Diid Bii(J'.lan<l 
Ave. Tjny tola to'mtnior slu- 
dents lieqeflt livm  tlila Ser­
vice. '1  , ■,'
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O kanagan-Boundary 
C lose Doors To The
Socreds
Press
■*' ♦-*♦•**» ^  >\
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When' Premier Bennett last week charged 
that rebel SociarCredit MLA Mel Bryan's 
nominating convention was "packed" we 
were, at first glance, inclined to-think the 
remark was made rather hastily during a 
heated House debate.
However, events during the past few days 
have caused us to think otherwise. For some 
unknown reason the Okanagan-Boundary 
Social Credit nomination convention held at 
0)canagan Falls last week was closed to all 
news gathering agencies.
This is the first time, in our recollection, 
that a nominating convention in this riding, 
has refused admittance to the pre.ss. What 
'was the motivating reason behind this action? 
Was it because the party in the past few 
months has come into unfavorable publicity 
through some members not agreeing with 
the "top brass”? Were members not satis­
fied with the reasons given by Mr. Frank 
Christian for withdrawing from the forth-
t
coming political battle? Or did the Okanagan- 
Boundary Constituency Association dele­
gates feel they could come up with a strong­
er candidate than the three nominated? On 
the day of the convention, there were well- 
founded reports that at least five would con­
test the nomination. • .
So far Premier Bennett has very conveni­
ently— and rightly so with the legislature now 
in session— kept out of the federal cam­
paign. However, if he had any guiding in­
fluence in the federal SoCred nominations, 
we wonder if he condoned barring the press? 
Mr. Bennett’s nominating conventions have 
always been of the fan-fare nature, and his 
rousing addresses have always inspired his 
supporters.
Whatever the reason. The Courier was un­
able to give a full report on the meeting. 
The only conclusion to be reached is that 
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Newspaper Circulation
"H. J. Heinz, the pickle manufacturer, 
gave the number ‘57’ a connotation closely 
connected with variety. In his case he may 
have been primarily thinking of pickles, but 
he could have been thinking of the year 
just gone. Other years will have to go some 
to beat 1957 for the wide variety of news 
of world importance.
"More newspajaers are being read in Can­
ada today not only in fact but in proportion 
to the population. Figures released by the 
Canadian Daily Newspaper Publishers’ Asso­
ciation show that the number of copies of 
daily newspapers has risen from 1,681,326 
per day in 1922 to a present daily aggregate 
of nearly four million. In the same period, 
Canada’s population has jumped 83 per cent; 
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10 YEARS AGO 
Febraary, IMS
Princeton’s Amber Ski Club 
captured the majority of open 
events in the three-day Okanagan 
Ski Zone Championships at the 
Kelowna Ski Bovn on Black 
Knight Mountain. But toast of the 
Kelowna Ski Club is Janet Scant- 
land and Bruce Paige, both mem 
bers of the local club. Janet won 
the junior girls’ zone champion­
ship and Bruce the Okanagan In­
vestments trophy as champion in 
the zone senior men’s slalom and 
downhill.
The Governor-General of Can­
ada, Viscount Alexander and 
Lady Alexander, will visit Kel­
owna for a few hours on Monday, 
May 10, during the course of a 
Western Canada tour, well-inform­
ed sources state.
20 YEARS AGO 
February, 1938
First car of five lightweight 
semi-streamlined day coaches, 
for exclusive use on the Kettle 
Valley Express, operated out of 
Medicine Hat on No. 11 Wednes­
day night.
30 YEARS AGO 
February, 1928
Work has started on the con­
struction of the new hall for the 
Orange Hall on a site immediately 
cast of the Scout Hall.
Merchant Seamen 
Termed "Contrary"
Are O ften 
People
* By SAUL PETT
BOSTON (AP)
[kindly grey eyes and generally
SPACE PLATFORM
40 YEARS AGO 
February, 1918
The repeated signalling of the 
Sicamous on Monday afternoon 
took a number of people to the 
wharf to welcome home tarce 
more returning Kelowna soldiers. 
This time the three were Ptc. J.




The canal between Long and 
Wood’s Lake is now almost com­
pleted. It is about eight feet deep 
and forty feet wide. By establish­
ing communications between the 
waters of the two lakes. Wood’s 
has been lowered about two feet 




NEW DEUII rAP)-The larg- 
cst funeral crowd since the cre­
mation of Mohandas Gandhi ran 
and stumbled Saturday ^hind  
the coffin of ohilosopher-states- 
man Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, 
who fought for 35 years for In­
dian independence.
The crowd, e s t i m a t e d  at 
roughly 100,000, swept through 
Now Delhi, threatening, to turn 
the procession into a stampede.
The crowd pushed Its way to 
Juma Masjld, one of the largest 
mosques in the world. Azad's 
body was lowered into the grave 
after a Moslem spiritual leader 
recited the last prayers.
A week of national mourning 
has been decreed by the govern­
ment. with no public entertain­
ment.
OTTAWA REPORT
Tax A p p e a  
In te re s tin g
Of all bread-/^*^*'® broken - nosed
belligerence usually given to mer- 
•I K I chant sailors in grade "B” mov-can easily ^  the contram^^^^ articulate. His
At formal schooling stopped at thehome. At home, he can t wait
get to sea. He always wants to 
be where he’s not. He is an es­
capist, a cynic, an incurable ro­
mantic, carping critic, loyal, sen­
timental friend.
He brags about the vast im­
provements in his working condi­
tions , the last 20 years but the 
ship he's now on almost invari­
ably is a "lousy feeder.” The 
last one w as, the best. 'The next 
one will be better still.
His moments of reunion at 
home are intense. Every return 
Is a honeyrhon, almost. But when 
a week goes by. he looks out the 
front window. He tries talking 
with the neighbors but can't get 
Interested. He goes down to the 
wateirfroiit for conversation he 
can understand. Pretty soon, he 
signs on again.
This picture of seamen Is 
drawn by Newfoundland - born 
seaman, Ray Grandy. 46, who 
has been sailing 28 ycar.s on 
freighters and passenger ships. 
READ ANYTHING 
"To kill time at sea.” he says, 
"the seaman rends anything ho 
can lay his hands on — Shake­
speare, comic books or labels on 
cans. His No. 1 topic of conver 
sation is comparing ships he's 
sailed on. His second favorite 
subject is women.”
The incurable sailor wants the 
details of normal shore life only 
when he wants them. He goes to 
sea to escape them.
Hitting a foreign fxirt, the sea­
man disembarks in a hurry to 
get a beer, to mail letters home 
and, if he’s single or not working 
hard at his marriage, to find 
female companionship.
Returning to home port, the 
sailor Is anxious to read a news­
paper first and then call home.
In total, Grandy says, the aver­
age seaman docs not drink or 
raise more hell than other men
reading voraciously since.
He has sailed ail the seas to 
all the continents, docked at most 
of the world's major ports and 
at many so tiny and primitive
days and Sunday.
Your own cutlery you had to 
bring aboard if you wanted some­
thing to eat with. The mattress 
you filled with straw. The “flory 
holes” where 12, even 20 men, 
lived in the same smelly room, 
with one bare light bulb shielded 
by a tomato can. . . .
AND THE FOOD!
The food, always the food. The
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
(Specially Written for
The Kelowna Daily Courier)
OTTAWA — Many taxpayers 
believe, sometimes not without 
I reason, that our national taxing 
machinery is a pitiless ogre with 
a heart of stone. But that belief 
is also sometimes based on preju­
dice.
Showing that that granite heart 
is capable of flowing with the 
milk of human kindness, we have 
just had the example of the in­
come tax appeal case "John D. 
Harbron versus the minister of
weevils in the flour, the maggots.
he can't remember their names, chicken that ‘'had more sea 
He has shipped out as cabinLjjj^^ man.” T h e
boy. Ordinary seaman, able sea
man and ship's carpenter. For 
the last year, he has been 
beached, working in an elective 
position for the National Mari­
time Union, meeting ships, col­
lecting dues, listening to griev­
ances, calling out jobs in the 
Boston hiring hall.
His union job will end in a few 
months and Grandy will ship out 
again. He can't wait — an im­
patience not shared but under 
stood by his wife. She lives in 
their house in O ld  Orchard 
Beach, Maine, to which Grandy 
has been commuting from Boston.
Grandy knows he's going back 
to sea and he knows why.
“ The sea offers me solitude, a 
chance to think I can’t seem to 
find on shore. In a ship, you can 
always find a private corner. 
SOME ESCAPISM 
"iSure, there’s escapism in­
volved. Leaving the dock, you 
know you’re leaving worries and 
details behind you can't do any­
thing about at sea. But there’s 
also a kind of dignity—no crowds, 
no pushing around, no office poli­
tics, no small jealousies, The sea 
brainwashes you of pettiness.” 
Ray Grandy p a u s e d  and 
grinned,
"I make it sound beautiful, 
don’t I? Well, it isn’t. There are 
any number of lousy things. All 
the regulations, the constant disci­
pline, always at the beck and 
call of someone. The loneliness 
awnv from your family.”
Ray Grandy wa.s born in the 
tinv fishing village of Pilley's Is-
meats labelled simply, "fit for
human consumption” .
And today?
Today, the merchant seaman 
sleeps only two or three to a 
cabin, eats well, is paid well, has 
fresh-water showers and fresh 
white bedsheets.
But even if wages and working 
conditions had never improved, 
one suspects that Ray Grandy 
would still be going back, to sea, 




But since his fiin is more com-ii„nd in northeastern Newfound- 
pressed — since it’s longer for|i„nd, He moved later with his 
him between drinks — his fun is family to Sydney. N.S., then to 
more intense, more noticeable, I Massachusetts. His fathet was a 
RESPONSIBLE CITr/ENS Isnlvntion Army missionary. Both
"He nlso is a resiKinsible cili-'grandfathers were sen captains, 
Grandy adds. "More than One was lost off the Grand
Banks, swept overboard from his 
fishing tioat during a storm,
1’tie other took Ray to son (or 
the first time when he was 0, 
on n two-mnsted , schooner ear
70 per cent tiKlny are married, 
In the old days, they couldn't 
afford to be. Today they have 
families, 'Tbey \yant their kids to 
go to school,”
Grandy stands 6-1, weighs 230'rying dried codfish to Barbados, 
pounds, has thinning brown hnlr,;->yî ]i j remember of that trip 
*----------  r -  ..... “ Is fhc shook at the start, seeing
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old master who now had to 
Im' addressed as 
grandpa,”
Michigan State University sci­
entists are checking up to see 
if an apple a day really keeps 
the doctor away. Who cares—as 
long as they taste so swell done 
up in pie.
A rich Los Angeles woman 
won a divorce from her husband 
because he wouldn’t get out of 
bed and find a job for himself. 
What happens when a wife goes 
back to bed in the morning and 
neglects to do the breakfast 
dishes?
That new United Arab State is 
going to pose some problems for 
newspaper reporters who pound 
typewriters with two fingers. Im­
agine the mixups in writing UAS 
and USA,
There are predictions that 1958 
will see an election in Ontario, 
If that is true our voters will be 
all worn but by the time the mu­
nicipal elections roll around.
A contemporary defines n dead 
beat as a man who, instead of 
paying as ho goes, ju.st goes 
without ph.vlng.
In civilized countries Tike Can­
ada and the United States, Par­
liament or Congress make the 
laws—and the Supreme Court ex­
plains why they don't mean what 
they say,
This was a test case, of very 
great interest to any employee 
who has to travel at his own eX' 
pense in the course of his eiti- 
ployment. Mr. Harbron rriay well 
prove to be the knight in shining 
armour who will obtain for aU 
Canadians the future right to de­
duct such expenses.
True, his appeal to have such 
travelling costs was disallowed 
by the income tax appeal board. 
But the sympathetic hearing of 
his forlorA hope demonstrated an 
unsuspected kindliness on the 
part o f , officialdom reluctant to 
extract from us taxpayers one 
ounce more than the- pound of 
flesh to which it is entitled.
The facts are clearly set out 
in the reasons of his judgment, 
handed down by R. S. W. Ford- 
ham, a member of the income 
tax appeal board.
“ The appellant is a rising 
young journalist,” commences 
Mr. Fordham. Note that unsolicit­
ed testimonial to the taxed em­
ployee in the first sentence. I 
hope that Mr. Harbron, in apply­
ing for any future job, will bene­
fit from that endorsement "ris­
ing,” as used by an impartial 
official body.
"He was in the employ of Mac- 
lenn-Hunter ‘Publishing Co. Ltd, 
on a salary basis, but also did 
some frce-lnnce work. When he 
had occasion to travel outside 
Toronto in the course of his em­
ployment, his travelling expenses 
were paid by the company. Any 
travelling he found it necessary 
to do within the city limits, how 
over, had to be met from his own 
pocket,”
BUSINESS TRAVEL
This local travel might have 
been in socking material for his 
journalism. But it also included 
essential travel between the 
company’s main office and It.s 
other business premises wltbin 
the city, This amount, according 
to Mr. Harbron’s calculations, 
totalled $3.54,80 during the year.
Now an employee compelled by 
bis employer to pass from one 
(lepailment to' another in the 
course of his dally work can nor.- 
mally Just walk from one room 
into' anothec, or talte the elevator
launched this appeal for the pur 
pose of bringing his alleged plight 
and that of any journalists in a 
similar position- to the attention of 
the authorities concerned, in the 
hope that remedial legislation 
might result. He argued his own 
appeal and did so ably.”
Another unsolicited testimonial; 
there is nothing stoney-hearted 
about that learned member of 
the appeal board. Colonel "Reg­
gie” Fordham, Queen’s Counsel, 
evidently.
And the reasons end with this 
broad hint to the government; 
“The appeal can only be dismiss­
ed, as evidently was anticipated 
by the appellant at the outset. 
TTie board, of course, must take 
the law as it presently obtains. 
Amendments, where they seem 
meet to parliament, are for that 
honourable body to consider.”
SEEK IMMIGRATION CUT
MELBOURNE. (Reuters)—Aus­
tralian trade union leaders Friday 
called'for a temporary cut in the 
government’s immigration target 
"because of economic condit­
ions.” The, interstate executive 
of the Council of Trade Unions 
complained that the present im­





SINGAPORE (AP) — Indone­
sian planes Saturday bombed the 
rebel capital on Sumatra and two 
other major strongholds, knock­
ing out their radio links with the 
outside world, rebel sources here 
said.
In the second straight day of 
air Attacks on the rival regime, 
central government planes hit the 
rebel capital of Bukittinggi, the 
Sumatran city of Padang and the 
rebel capital in the north Cele­
bes, Menado.
Revolutionary g o v e rn m ent 
sources in Singapore said the 
bombing attacks silenced the ra­
dio station of all three points but 
there were no casualties.
Both Padang and Bukittinggi 
stations still were off the air to­
night.
The first exchange of the fire 
between the rebels and the cen­
tral government was reported 
whn units of the small Indonesian 
air force swept in for a bombing 
and strafing Mtack on the air­
field a t Padang after hitting the 
radio station.
CLAIM NEW TANKS
MOSCOW (AP)-A marshal in 
the Soviet armored forces says 
Russia has tanks able to move 
through "atomized areas . . . 
thanks to their armor which can 
resist radiation . . . and explosion 
blasts.” The statement by Mar­
shal P. A. Rotmistrov was quoted 
Friday by Tass news agency as 
part of the publicity for the forth­
coming 40th anniversary of the 
Soviet Armed Forces.
DEVASTATING FORCE
LONDON (Reuters)—A 20-mcg- 
aton H-bomb exploded at Abbe­
ville. near the northern const of 
France, would break half the 
windows in London, Brussels and 
Paris, says a United Nations re­
port. 'The report warns that with 
such bombs—equivalent to 20,000,- 
000 tons of TNT—all cultural pro­
perty throughout the world would 
be in dangers of destruction If war 
broke out.
RICH PORT
New Orelans is the second 




Yes, you can receive a two months' 
supply of your favorite theatre movie 
passes by securing TWO SUBSCRIl^ 
ERS for The Daily Courier. Join in the 
fun! Get a friend or neighbor to help 
you receive a book of theatre tickets 
from us to you. Can be used at any 
Saturday matinee or any one night for 
a total of 7 weeks.
Humble yourselves in the sight 
of the Lord and he shall lift you 
up. James 4:10.
' Really great men are univer­




•  $25 for 15 months 
e  Free 90 day service
e  $25 for 12 months If set 
purchased at other 
dealer
TV CENTRfE
AND APPLANCE LTD. 
411 Bernard Ave. Ph. 2049
HURRY! TIME IS LIMITED
I understand that by subscribing to The Daily Courier for a 
minimum period of three months, that the Jr. Salesman listed 
below will receive one book of theatre passes.
New Subscriber’s N a m e ............................................. ..............
Address . . . _____ _______ _______ ___ __________________
City . . . . ................ .................. . Phone . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Subscriber’s Name ___ ^ .....__
Address ............... !............................ .
T ■ . . , ■ ' ' ■ , ■
City ............ ............... ......................... . . . .  Phone
Please rush Famous Playiers Movie Passes to:




W h ic h  o f  t h e s e  e x c it in g  e v e n ts  w i l l  y o u  see
, ,  • ca 1 T r o a  Bee the special events,' the
t n i S  e n i # e n n i « < l  y  e u r  C  memorable projects, the festivities and festivals tha t
mark the 1958 British Columbia Centennial I Everywhere -  there lire things to do, plaices to visit, sights 
and scenes to be enjoyed, and all planned to make 1958 our most exciting yearl Here are highlight events 
to jo t down in your date book. Hundreds more are on the Centennial programme -  sporting events, bon- 
spiels, musical programmes, special celebrations. Watch your newspapers, listen to the radio for the dates!
R. P, Maclx>un. Piibllslirf 
Published every ivnernlwn ex
cepl Sundays and holidays .at 492 
Deylo Ave.. Kelowna,\B.C b> 
Tho Kelowna Courier Limited, 
Mernlntrs Audit Bureau of Or- 
culntiou.s.
Memlwr of TIjc Canadian Press. 
ITib Canadian Press Is exclu­
sively cnliUcd to th-j use (or re- 
nubUcatlOaof all new.s despatches 
cpcdltcrl to it or to Tho Associated 
Press or Renters in this paper 
rnd also (ho local nows p»(blishcd 
Iwreln. AU rights of republlcn- 
tion of s|H;cinl dispatches herein 
Bt« also reserved,
Subserlptlon rntoj-cnrirltT de- 
UtMry, city and district 30c por 
W(fck. carrier bo.v coUe r̂tlnR every 
2 weeks Suburban aieas. where 
earner or delivery scrvlcd Is 
niaintaiitcd. rates as above.
By mcH. In H.C.. Kl.OO i m
1.M for ® months: W.OOyear;, 13 50 t 0 Ui  
for 3 months. Outside BC.' nnd 
U aA :, •15.00 jwr year; single
RIC8TLE88 YEARNING
He can no longer remember, 
why he wanted,to go to sea, ex­
cept he rememlK'rs a vagde red* 
lessnes-s and unexplained desire 
to see Australia. When ho fin­
ally went thi're, he was dtsoi>- 
iwinied—''the (wople were no de­
ferent
His first ppofcssional trip was 
as an, ordinary seaman In 192JI, 
on a fl,000-ton freighter from Van­
couver to Melbourne. He quickly 
learned the bitter rule of an or­
dinary seaman's life: " I f  It
moVcB, grease It; If It don’t 
move, paint It,"
After 28 years at sea, Grandy 
has rrtuch to remember. ^
B\it most vividly he remcm- 
I)era the working conditions In his 
efarly days . . .  the company hir­
ing l>oss or waterfront saloon 
kcei>cr ymi bribed Ibr a Job . . 
the 172 a month paid on able tea
l - m  one f^oor to another, But in
,„,kltchon-wlth the ru.sh ncctmtu-1 
captain, nod «ted^ while ‘he 'I’V co.^Puerclgl.s | [V
I widely removed from .one an- 
President Ei.senhower calls (or other, 
international ii.ie of outer space Mr, Harbron could pre.sumably 
for i)eacoful puri>oa<>s. What could have walked—(it a cost to him of 
be more peaceful than just Iciw- nothing but .shoe-leather hut at, a 
lag it the way it Is? jco.st t(» hi.s employer of much paid
-m.1 T 14.1 'bote. Instead, Mr, Hnrhron evl-
Tbls bittle S usie ,^ho  jv w ^  travelled hy private car
wake i« tlm « ^  by public trans|>ortnUon, If tho
In the •’bpnlnr m IS _ ^ , ,,,|,pif,ycr does not rccogni/.e the
ns expenses which simuldbe 
gootlnlght to. , , I refund Hi, then In fairness It cer-
A certain shampoo advertises itnlnly sem.s that t|»e Income tax 
that U will make the hair "ex- net should allow them to be de- 
cltlng.” This should, selP well i duct^Hl, a.s expenses essentially 
among those who feel that what j Incurred to nnahle the emplnyeg 
they want bn top of their heads to earn his salary, Tltere is a 
U excitement. clear distinction here iMdween
. . .  . . - , these expenses and the normalThe higher, faster nilsslle Is
rather like the lonffyr, faster 
autoiboblle. We aren’t quite sure 
why wo wani one, but wo must 
haye it.
copy sales price. 5 cents; IT.50 man. working four hours on. four 
tor 6-1(0011111(8: M.T5 tor 3 moqiha. hours off, ito ovcrilmo for, Satur-
l _ _ - .
C.N.R. MUBRUM TRAIH
World's only train of Its kind, 
bringing back the romance 
of early rnilronding in B.C.
ORRV CUP
Canada's football classic -  tho game 
you want tb sec above all others!
PORT iLAiNOLRY
Il.C.’s njalhland birthplace has been 
restored -  sec this Idstorlc fort!
INTRRNATIONAL HAVAL RHVIRW
' Klilps from 15 countries -  the 
largest assembly of lighting 
ships s|nce the Coronation!
BDO.OOO aOLP TOURNAaSHNT -
North Amerlca'a lop golfern cbmpeling 
for one qf the grenlest piirsea ever.
- A golf match (hat will make history!
■TAOR OOAOH RUN ■■*1
'From Victoria to Barkcrvllle re-enacting j
the color and action of the farp 
days of our Province!
VANOOUVBR PBBTIVAL OP THB ARTB
Three weeka of the world’a finest music, 
art exhibits, top films -  all In one 
place for your pleasure!
!A-
PRAMR RRIOADB - >
- From Prince George to Vancouvlr, canoes ! 
will travel the mighty Fraser, re-enacting | 
Simon Fraser's Journey of 160 yesrs ago! |
J.
|I|Î v41Am 11,0. INTBRMIATIONAI. TRADB PAIN
A huge show'put on by the nations of 
the world who trade with us -  fashions, 
commerce. Industry, transportation!
ROMP MUaiOAL RIDH
Canada’a finest! A specUl tour 
appearing in a dozen communities 
throughout (he Province!
Times like these, wo’rc told, 
call for stern sclf-dLsclpline.
dally expense of travelling be­
tween one’s home and one’s 
place of work,
H IE  JUDGMENT 
"At the hearing,” continues Mr, 
Fordham's i*cn.sons, the appellant 
freely acknowlfHlgecI that[ho could
longer hours and harder work. At I find no grounds for relief In any 
least for everyb^y else. provLslon of the act, but had
HIB-rofliOl OARAVAN
Treasured historic exhibits from 
the Provincial Archives and 
Museum will lour the Province,
PAOIPIO NATIONAL RMHIRITIBN j
Digger and better than evert New and bigger |i j
Gay way, more exhibits, wore prliee, j
more per^ormere, more days to eee It all! ^
Why not take in lho.su KoinRa on? You’ll got ft wel(X)me when you visit theso evontsI
Caniulian Junior Ski, Championships, RosM.'tnd, March 1-2: Centennial nutlcrfly
HonspicI, Cresinn, March 6-9: Fat SukIc Show and Ice Shovv>, Ksimloops, March
I M.5: Inicrnationallnviiaiional Ski Tournament, Rcvcistolcc, March 6-10.
' ' ' ' ' , , ' ' ' ' 'll' ' ' ''
See B. C. in Cmtennidi Year -  there's no other place on earth as excitin{i!
•• I? :-
M otto  O f Grandmothers' C lub 






the club, said the 
"don’t fool 
ctscs,"
m e m b e r sMONTREAL (CP' — Motto of'player and an enthusiastic par- 
the 35-mcmber Grandmothers’jticipant m the half-hour of excr- 
iCIub of suburban Verdun might ciscs that start each session, 
well be "act young a n d  stay "You're o n l y  as old as you 
i young.” I feel,” she said. "And I’m too
I The group, which includes twojbusy to decide whether I have 
great-grandmothers, meets twice,arthritis or rheumatism.” 
weekly at the Southwestern^ Mrs. Elizabeth Harris, one ofj®" Tliey’re one of the most en- hostess at a primro.se tea at her 
YMCA in Verdun for a five-hour jthe two great-grandmothers, saidjthu.siastic groups I have ever home Tuesday afternoon, 
session of calisthenics, badmintoniShe was 54 when she learned toiworked with."
A COLLECTION OF PRINTS 
. , . described by experts as "a 
pictorial journey through South­
ern Mexico” have been loaned 
by Mr. Hugh Barrett for display 
in the board room of the Kei-
alx^ut "their "exert ! '''"?  of Okanagan Reg-lonal Library. The prints, which
__ i^re the work circa 1835. of Sig-
th-,t wnulH L  ^  Y f ^ e r a m !  ^on Carlos tobel.  W ill  W  
fn r 'w nm . strenuousjon display until February 28.for women half the age of our,
members But everyone thrives' MRS. J. M. DUNLOP will be
and swimming.
Dean of the club is 73-year-old 
Mrs. T. W. Powell, who has been 
attending meetings continuously 
for 24 years. “ If I didn't turn 
up, people would think I was 
sick.” she said.
CHAMPION DIVER 
I "When I resumed my member­
ship last fall, my husband told 
ime it was time I gave it up. But 
I said that as long as I could
swim a few years ago.
I  /'-U.
I '  -.'A'l,.
great-grandmother, has six chil 
dren and 16 grandchildren. She 
says her housework goes more 
smoothly' when it's punctuated by 
club meetings.
"I work twice as hard and or- 
iwalk I would attend. When I'ganize my work better because 
have to go in a wheelchair TUiof those meetings. People say 
stop.” life begins at 40. Well, it doesn’t.
"I was too busy raising three morning 
children to have time for sports.
But now I can teach my grand­
children to swim.”
Mrs. Mary Jubin, the other
The meetings begin in the! RITES FORETOLD Mr.
Mrs. Powell is the club’s cham 
pion diver and has passed sev­
eral life - saving tests in swim­
ming. She is a good badminton
It begins at 50.” 
STRENUOUS PROGRAM
with calisthenics andi and Mrs. Harold R. Perry of
then extend to an hour in thei,^'‘^‘Y’s swimmin., ,w.i A engagement of their daughter.Y’s swimming pool. A break fol­
lows for lunch, comprising in 
most instances tea and a box
lunch members prepare at home.
After lunch, activities move to 
the gymnasium, where badmin­
ton is the favorite game; After 
two or three workouts, the mem- 
bofs usually trickle home.
“We make sure we’re home in 
plenty of time to prepare supper 
for our husbands,” said one 
member. "And we’re in better 
health and temper than if we’d
Mrs. Judith Prince, YMCA | spent the day fretting away at 
girl’s secretary and a leader ofihousework.”
Marjorie Silvia, to Mr. William 
Hunter of Calgary. The wedding 
will take place in S. Stephen’s 




MU. A M ) MILS. (JORDON JAMES B il l  ARD
RUTLAND WEDDING OF INTEREST
'n iin  .-a’s Catholic Church, Schracdcr. Gail White and the 
la:', i, vas tin' scene of a pret- bride’.s sister, Marlene Roy. 
wedditi;; earlier this month, Gowned similarly in ballerina-
v.hen Ail'-en Carmen Mary Roy 
became th" bride of Gordon 
James Riffard, Rev. Michael J. 
Grun.an performing the nuotial
length dresses. Miss Schraeder 
chose coral nylon: Mi.ss White, 
blue nylon and Mi.ss Roy, yellow 
net. Each wore headdresses and
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MARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
rites. The tiride is the daughter' mittens to match their dresses, 
of Mr. and Mrs. George Roy. of white pump,s and bouquets of 
Rutland, and the priwm is the i yellow daffodils, 
son of Tiir. and Mrs. E. J. Biffard, i Groomsmen were A! Schraeder. 
786 Rtockwcll Ave., Kelowna. I Albert Roy and Bill Biffard. and 
Given in marria.ge by her fa-.ushering were: Billv Ackerman 
ther, the bride was charmingly I  a„d M. “Pee Wee” Tataryn. Daf- 
attired in a floor-length gown of^fo^ihs banked the church altar, 
nylon net and lace over which ;and the organist was Miss Rita 
was worn a lace jacket with Bauch, Mrs. K. Meier, Mrs. M.
long sleeves and a Peter Pan
collar .trimmed with cup sequins___
and simulated pearls. Rows of| Mother, 
dainty niching circled the full 
skirt. A sequin and pearl-trim­
med headdress held the floor- 
length veil of illusion, and she 
carried a bouquet Of red roses 
and white carnations
Ackerman and Mrs. A. Bohn 
sang, "On This Day, 0  Beautiful
RECEPTION IN HALL
One hundred and fifty guests 
attended the reception hold in the 
Okanagan Mission Hall, .wherv.
Great News Girls!
Remote Regions Are Men AAeccas
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: A 
friend shows me a clipping of 
your column of December 18, 
about the loneliness of single’ 
women here. I happen to be a 
population expert; andi I have 
lived in 23 countries of tne world 
— on the continents of Asia, Af­
rica, Oceania, Europe and North 
America.
It seems such a pity that there 
are lonely women in Canada and 
the United States. About a year 
ago, on vacation near Lake Vic­
toria in East Africa, I lost mv 
way and was rescued by seven 
Greek bachelors who operalte a
States and Europe would never
VALUABLE FRUIT
Briti.'-h Columbia's annual hort­





"O-ol I fir.st thought you were 
a new income ta.x collectorl”
Father Flynn proposed the toast
The trio of attendants assisting to the bride. For her daughter's | sisgi plantation near Kisuma. 
the bride were: Misses Vera|wedding Mrs. Roy c.hose a dresslj second white woman
(of blue taffeta with a net topô ^̂ jjQ yisited their place, they
said; and they begged me to 
accept their hospitality.
The plantation owner, a hand­
some well educated man, 35, 
told me that he is so lonely that 
he is selling his three planta­
tion — valued at several hundred 
thousand pounds — and going to 




IN INDO-CHINA I found thous­
ands of eligible German bachel­
ors who joined the French For­
eign Legion as a way of life 
after the war. Later I corres­
ponded with a fine man there, 
who hadn’t dated a girl (before 
me) in seven years. He is a ser­
geant, and the sergeants of the 
FFL are legendary for being the 
cream of manhood; and his 
yearning for woman’s society is 
pitiful.
In Southwest Africa recenfly I 
visited Walvis Bay, a town of 
lonely bachelors. Lx)nely women 
who’ve never visited such places 
can’t imagine what the welcome 
is like. We in America are so 
accustomed to spoiled men — 
especially in Washington, D.C.— 
that we tend to treat them in a 
worshipful way. And our men, 
constantly chased by single wo­
men, never dream what a world 
without wonien is like.
In these bachelor outposts, it is 
almost cruel to speak to a man, 
because it encourages him to 
hope too much. Women without 
men can get along pretty well; 
but men without women become 
almost insane with unhappincs.s. 
The only liquid refreshment is 
alcoholic in many such places. 
Tliere, the world's desperate 
need of feminine qualities is rec­
ognized. But lonely women liv­
ing in the cities of the United
land a small b’ack hat. Mrs. 
Biffard wore a dress of flowered 
silk and a black picture hat.
A white linen tablecloth cover­
ed the bride’s table centred by 
the three-tiered wedding cake, 
and flanked by pink and white 
carnations, and serviteurs were; 
twin sisters Juno and Joan, and 
Darlene Roy, Elsie , and Yvonne 
IStifftcr; Jeanette and Coleen 
Luknowski and Helen Balimgar- 
ten. ■ '
For the honeymoon to Spokane 
by car for a few days the bride 
changed to. a blue wool shbath, 
black hat and black pumps. They 
will make their home in Rut­
land. ,
Out-of-town guests included 
Willy arid Loretta Biffard, of 
I New Westminster: Ruby Biffard 
land Ron Baker, from Kamloops 






As a population expert I have 
noted that usually the women 
who don’t marry are definitely 
above average in looks, charac­
ter and intelligence. This is a 
worldwide phenomenon, which 
no one can explain.
I am no beauty; but on a street 
in Tripoli, Libya, I was cheered 
wildly by a busful of English­
men — who hadn’t seen a white 
woman for two years. A little 
later in England I saw lonely 
English girls. Did they realize 
that for $100, the price of an air 
ticket to Tripoli, thej) couldTiave 
solved, permanently, that prob­
lem of loneliness? And this 
isn’t limited to young women.
In Rhodesia, particularly, wo­
men in their 30s, 40s and 50s are 
considered very desirable. The 
spoiled men of our American 
cities look for glamour, but men 
in the outposts of the world real- 
izeThat the qualities they most 
crave are feminine intelligence, 
understanding and spirituality.
I’v'e traveled the world for the 
past 10 years, and , never was 
lonely until I sojourned in the 
United States. But I have a sure 
cure for this malady—a one waj' 
air ticket to friendliness and hap­
piness in a part of the world 
where 1 am needed and wanted. 
If other lonely wonien only 
knew this, wouldn’t it make all 
the difference to them? E, A. 
MENCHEN’S SLANT 
ON MEN’S TASTES 
DEAR. E. A.: What I like most 
about your letter is the way it 
reduces the problem of loneliness 
to size, as it were. It shows us 
both sides of the coin of loneli­
ness, and wisely imputes it, by 
implication, not so much to the 
individual as to the mal-distri­
bution of society, This is a great 
gain on the problem, to grasp 
that simple fact about it.
Further, you give a tonic shot- 
in-the-arm to lonely women in 
the USA, by lifting the curtain 
on the potential.s of travel — in 
the right directions, before get­
ting any older.
You say it’s a world wide phe- 
nornenon — that above-average 
women lose to inferior.*!, in the 
scramble for mate.s. Which re­
minds me of the late H, L. 
Mencken's observation that most 
men feel so outclassed by fir.st 
rate women that they gravitate 
to the lesser grades, in order 
to keep a sense of community 
with their own kind. M, li,
W riter Sees I
Royal Knees
LONDON 'Reuters'—A male 
horse racing reporter played 
fashion writer for a domestic 
news agency Friday—and almost 
turned the world of haute couture 
upside down.
The reporter was at Sandown 
race track in Surrey when Queen 
Elizabeth arrived with Princess 
Margaret to see one of the Royal 
Family’s horses running.
The Queen was wearing a 
short loose coat and skirt, both 
in fawn tweed, and a peacock 
blue close-fitting hat.
The racing reporter looked 
carefully at the Queen and con­
cluded the Queen was following 
the new knee - length fashion. 
British newspapers printed his 
report.
Mayfair designers were taken 
aback and women fashion writ­
ers were dumbfounded.
But photographs showed that 
both the Queen and the princess 
were wearing skirts with hem-
SWEET DREAMS
By TRACY ADRIAN
Little ladies will love this 
pretty nightgown in.spired by 
the granny gowns of the 1890's. 
This one is beruffed, with a
Ixxiice yoke smocked and gath­
ered for easy mou'nu'nl, small 
puffed sleeves and a ruffled 
hem Of all-nylon, brushed, 
sleep-we;ir Irieol, it comes in 
pink and blue.
What Kind Of Adults Do The Kids 
Brought Up In The 20's Make?
By GARRY CLEVELAND 
MYERS, Ph.D.
lines at least three inches below 
the knee ‘
FORMED BY ICE
New England's thousands of 
ponds and lakes were formed 





For travel, for spring, for 
plenty of faithful, fashionable 
service, we recommend the 
coat depicteti here. It is of fine 
woolen in boald black, white 
and gray plaid, is of three- 
quarter length and boxy to 
boot. The back is, slightly co­
cooned above the waist. Nice 
away-from-the-heck c o l l a r  
The topper is lined in bright 
red silk.
riously difficult, unliappy, quar­
relsome or entirely unsuccessful.
Since pcrmissivene.ss became DRIFTING
;a fad among many child experts,! "But we get a t>icture of iteo- 
i some twenty-five years ago, most pie who are clnfung, who have 
of us have wondered how ehil- iiot come up to the expeet.ations 
{dren reared under this system they h;id given promise of in 
ihave turned out. youth. They are not markedely
j Recently a study was n-inde neither are they
and a preliminary report given contented with present nchieve- 
bv Dr. Dale B. Harris, Director *̂ ĉnt nor able to say wheri'in 
of the Institute of Child Welfare, and satisfaction
University of Minnesota, in a attainment.’’
Here Are Three Rich Desserts 
Made From The Once-Lowly Prune
By ALICE DENHOFF
Do you serve prunes only as 
breakfast food?
Here, then; are three simple 
home-type prune desserts, all of 
them delectable and just right 
for now.
To make a Prune Whip with 
Custard Sauce, drain juice from 
an 8-oz. jar. of chopped prunes; 
set aside juice and prunes.
In the top of a double poller, 
place 3 egg whites, % c. sugar, 
tsp. grated lemon rind, tbsp. 
lemon ■ juice, tbsp. of the prune 
juice. Vs tsp. salt.
Cook o v e r  boiling water, 
beating constantly with a rotary 
beater until light and fluffy and 
mixture .stands up in soft peaks 
(about 4 to 7 min.).
Remove from heat. Fold in the 
chopped prunes. Serve with cus­
tard sauce or whipped cream. 
For an extra nice custard 
sauce, mix Vi c. sugar, 2 tsp. 
cornstarch and Vi tsp, salt. Grad­
ually add 2 c. milk.
Cook over hot water, stirring 
con.stantly u n t i 1 mixture is 
slightly thickened, n
Boat 2 egg yolk.s. Add hot milk 
mixture. Cook over hot water, 
.stirring constantly, until .mix-
paper he read before the 
Eleventh Annual Institute for 
Workers in Parent Education. 
Selections from this paper ap­
pear in the winter issue of "Child 
Study.”
RESULT OF STUDY
The. report is the result of a 
study of 200 people who were 
children during the period from 
1925 to, 1932. 'These children arc 
row young parents around 30
In contrast, he refers to "nu­
merous cases of people" who, on 
recalling llieir childhood, speak 
favorably of the emphasis on 
music lessons and school tasks 
they wore expected to do well.
Dr. Harri.s thinks his findings 
suggest that parents who declare 
their standards usually get .some­
what better results with their 
children in the long run. 
ANSWERING PARENTS’
years of age, with an average of {QUESTIONS
2.7 children of their own. . Tof Q. Would you ignore the fact
{that your child, age 10, had used 
"Our follow-up studies are stilH obscene or profane language in 
in process and our impressions iyour presence?
Hindu Woman Looks Forward To 




VICTORIA (CP) An at-
Shop# aluminum fo il around a 
|ar bottom to mako your own ih o lli 
lo r baking to rti.
ture thickens and coats spoon. 
Cool.
Add Vi tsp. vanilla extract and 
Vs tsp. almond extract. Serves 6 
to 8.
CORNFLAKE CRUST
Prune Mousse Pie is made with 
a cornflake crust.
To prepare, mix together 1 c. 
finely crushed oornflake.s, Vi c. 
sugar and Va r. butter or mar­
garine, melted.
Press into bottom and sides of 
10-in. pie plate. Chill.
To prepare filling, soak 1 en­
velope plain gelatin in y/b c. 
prune juice from jar of chopped 
cooked prunes for 5 min.
Heat over hot water. until gel­
atin is dissolved. . .
Add V:i c. sugar. Cool.
Add 1 ■ c. chopped, cooked 
prunes and 1 c. crushed pine- 
apole, well drained.
Whip 1 c. heavy cream until 
light and fluffy. Add prune mix­
ture.
Pour Into cornflake criist. 
Sprinkle with 'A c. slivered 
toasted almonds,. Chill until set.
Just before serving, garnish 
with diced maraschino cherries, 
PRUNE BETTY 
For a perfect Prune Betty to 
.serve 6, molt '.a r. butter or mar­
garine. Toss with 3 c. toasted 
bread cubes. .
Combine 2 c. pitted, chopped 
cooked prunes, 1 c. canned apple 
slices, Vi c. firmly-packed brown 
sugar, ' i  tsp. cinnamon, ' i  c, 
prune Juice from the jar of 
chaiipcd cooked prunes/^ few 
grains salt, tbsp. iirune juice 
and tsp. grated lemon rind. 
Arrange in casserole in alter­
nate layers, bread cube.s and 
fruit mixture, ending with bread 
and III c, slivered toasted al­
monds.
Bake at 37.') F.. 45 min.
Serve hot with, lemon sauce or 
whipped cream.
are asuredly subject to revi.sipn 
when actual counts are made. 
But the impression is steadily 
gaining strength .that children 
reared by extremely permfesive 
methods are, as adults, pretty 
much at sea;”
Dr. Harris reminds us that. In 
the early thirties, children wore 
supposed to weigh alternativc.s 
and rnake their own decisions, 
and the requirement that they 
make such decisions was .some­
times very extensive. .
A gag that was making the 
rounds about that, time' was 
about a nur.sery schol child who 
asked, her teacher, "Do I havcil 
to do what I want to do?” |l 
Citing what he considered nil 
typical example, Dr. Harris said: 
“Thi.s is one case where per­
missiveness in childhood was 
followed in adult life by a lack of 
vocational and personal, focus.” 
He says these adults aren’t se-
A. No.
••YOU ( AN T IX) THAT" says 
Axi'l Svens-on, (’•inmiiiin Pacif-, 
If .\iilm<'^' clui'f cainn;service 
m.- tiueliir, ;)•< Haymonvl Cheting 
jiiepaje,'! to give Eileen, .Siien's 
stew{in'l'e.v. uniform the t)nen- 
til! look nie t'M) young Chiu-' 
I'se Caine to'Vancouver onp 
month ago fiom tltmi; Kong
for traliilng ns CPA cabin gi- 
teiidnnt.s and rocetvwl their 
uniforms tiKlay, Mr, Chi-ung, 
CPA’s first Oriental Stewimi, 
was hnp|)y with' hla tint felt 
jMis* Suen's should havif the 
'Iraditlonul Chinese klit- In- 
stnietor Svensson won the 
delgUe ™ no slit! ■ ,
' ' , iCI’A Phot.')'
tractive Canadian-born Hindu wo­
man is looking forward with 
plen.sure to work in India where 
she will interpret Canada to In- 
dian.s wishing to corne here.
Miss Nicky Lnl, a member of 
one. of only three Hindu families 
in Victoria, is going to New Delhi 
to take a post in the Canadian 
immigration office. '
Small in stature, she Has dark 
eyes and wears a Jewel In her 
left nostril. The Jewel, called a 
kokha, Is sometimes a ruby, 
.sometimes an emerald or a dia­
mond, depending on what she Is' 
wearing and upon the time ol{ 
day. 1
'ntree years ago her parents,; 
who own a sawmill here.took 
her through Euroiw and North, 
Africa, and finally to India. They 
lived there two years and Miss 
Lnl has planned to return,
"I feel there is work I can do 
there,” she said. "You see I am 
in the |X)siUon of having been 
born and eilucatcd here. , ,| 
stiulietr commercial law, psychol- 
ogy at the University of Wash­
ington. 1 speak Punjabi and Hin­
dustani. . .and feel I have an in­
sight Into problems of those liv­
ing in modern India.”
For Imlla the yearly quota for 
Immigrants to Canada is only SO. 
" i n  India the young and old 
are advancing a i^  changing t<h 
gether," Miss lail said. ‘iHlere 
the young have tne double strug­
gle of living In a modern counVy
and yet keeping all the old Ira- 
ditloha as their parents would 
wish,
“ Too many come hero not ati 
all prepared for Canadian life and 
they suffer great hardship,"
'There Is less rush and routine 
in India than hero, Peo|)le fake 
tlnjc to contemplate the beauty 
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riC K lIP AND 
DELIVERY
Phone 2123
I H o m a tte r how o ften  those precious 
I boby 's  w oo llens ore w o s h ^  w ith  
I g e n tle  ZERO Cold W a te r Soap, 
I th e y 'l l o lw ays rom oin so ft and 
j b r ig h t os new, never sh rink  or m o t. 
I ZERO softens w ater to o ! 59c pa ch - 
I ogc docs 50 washings, 98c pockogo  
I . over 100. A t  your loco l d rug , 
I g roce ry ond wool shopi, fo r  FREE 
I te m p le  w rite  Dept, D, ZERO Soop, 
'  V ic to r ia ,  D.C.
I ZERO





YOUR I.OCAf. AIXIEI) VAN I I NE AGENTS
PHONE 2928
• (Uopyriglit and I*nt. Applied For) .'I'rudeiniirk ReKittered
Thp Natural Way to
HEAR BEHER
FAR-AID—A selrntifle device to overcome hearing dif­
ficulties nrinliig from hackgroimd iioiKes or eloNiire of 
auditory canal, which Is an Infrequent fiuise of deaf­
ness. Designed to deaden background sounds and to 
cqnccntrate direct sounds more readily Into ear canal. 
I'lAR-AID may, be especially helpful (o those who are






. . . ready 
to wear . . .
only
q g s o
Total Frlce
\
NO CORDS  
NO E A R  n u r io N .s  
NO TUBES  
N O T  E IJ C r R IC A E
F IR S T  COST O N E Y  
C O S T
W ll.u  N O T W E A R
___________ '
s p e c i a l , f r e e  s h o w i n g
at JA M ES  l io W A R T I I  &  S 6 N  ~  Kelowtia
Eeltruary 26— ■ 9 a.m. - 9 p.iM. ,
Other Aids Demonstrated '
W K B TK R N  IIK A B IN O  A ll)  C H N ’r iltl'A  l . 'l 'l l .
13S Granville Ht. ' Vaneeiiver, D.C.,
NO BAITEUIES
SPORTIIGHT
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House W atch  Packers
Tlie fat on the fire was hot enough in Kamloops last week 
to deep-fry several king-size referees, as well as a few league 
officials, ex-officials and Canadians’ players.
While we certainly do not agree with the scathing utter­
ances in toto, the two precious columns.of type arc devoted 
to two subjects we have railed against in the past — weak 
refereeing and war-like Canucks.
From the comparative tranquility of a scries that lacks the 
wild and woolly shennanigans of the northern semi-finals, we 
still have made our remarks on the refereeing, even though 
we didn’t wax quite as eloquent . . .  or as vituperative.
Quite frankly, we arc in accord with one note in tlie 
rhapsody of fire and fury—the fact that referees should have 
been brought in for the play-offs. Based on the season’s play, 
the need for more competent hands at the helm seemed to be 
indicated.
It was with surprise that we attended a meeting of the 
league executive in Vernon at a time when every club, with no 
exceptions, had expressed their displeasure with the manner in 
which the games were being officiated.
Wc heartily concurred with league president Bill Nichol­
son of Penticton and rcfcrec-in-chief Cliff Greyell when they 
said they were instituting a clean-up move, but having no offi­
cial capacity at the meeting, were unable to express our views 
that the instruments of arbitration (Bill Neilson and Gordon 
Hamilton) had appeared to be too malleable or inadequate to 
carry out the formidable task that would confront them in 
play-offs.
However, there was an intimation at the meeting, in an 
unofficial comment by Greyell, that "adequate refereeing would 
be provided for the play-offs,” and we presumed this meant 
refs would be brought in from outside. This has been proven 
to be a mere figment of our wishful imagination.
But if wishes were referees, this league would be bulging 
with ’em.
NOT A FAIR SHAKE
The action to be taken now is clear—provide adequate 
refereeing. Whatever steps this calls for should be taken right 
now, and it seems apparent that merely instructing the present 
officials to tighten up is not sufficient.
Any league official worthy the name, after watching the 
three games played so far in series “A” would have to admit 
that the standard of officiating has not been senior “A” calibre, 
and certainly not play-off quality. It has left something to be 
desired, but fortunately the clubs concerned have not given as 
much cause for concern as the blood-and-guts series “B”.
The ones who are suffering more than the players or 
club officials, even in the gory series up north, however, are 
the fans who have become aroused to play-off pitch and are 
turning out in goodly numbers expecting to see heads-up 
hockey. When they see two fine hockey teams constrained from 
giving their best due to inept administration of the game’s af 
fairs by the referee, they are justly aroused— beyond the peanut- 
flinging stage to the point where they question their desire to 
watch the following game.
, These are the guys who deserve a square shake from every 
one concerned with the administration of the league’s affairs, 
from the president right down to the lowliest popcorn vendor.
■ As our voluble stand-by, Charles Duquemin of this city, writes, 
they have to “watch those so-called referees right on top of 
most of the dirty plays, etc., etc., etc., etc.”
These are tire ones who foot all the bills for hockey in 
the valley, the ones who have made it possible for us to have 
thrilling winters of a sport that was alien to the valley, before 
the advent of artificial ice and import players. They are the 
fellows who have made it possible for us to bask in nation­
wide publicity that would never have been possible without 
them.
‘They are the ones who have built the game up in the valley 
to the extent where the club’s payroll in Kelowna, to name one 
of the four clubs, is second in size in the town, making it an 
important part of the community’s economy. Such a vital pulse 
in the economic structure ,and in the entertainment picture, 
should not be strangled by inaction on the part of the admini- 
• strators.
The time to change the dice is when they go .sour.
Take Lead Series,
A happy play-off crowd of 2,- llcate Wednesday night's effort (to Swarbrick and jumped on th* 
300 watched the Packers hand^hen they got ahead 3-0 and held j rebound to score the game-wln- 
the V s a decisive, 4-1 beating ; on. Inlng goal.
Saturday night, and move intoj Defenceman Hal Tnrala was 
the lead in their best-of-seven fed the puck by old pro Bernie
series, two games to one.
Packers' No. 1 line of Jim 
Middleton, Brian Roche and Ray 
Powell carried the mail in the 
evening performance, but it was 
a team effort all the way, with 
dazzling back-checking and fast 
skating highlighting the effort.
Referee Bill Neilson and lines­
man Harry Harris had an easy 
game to work, with a minimum 
of infractions and an absolute 
lack of yakking in a game that 
sent the fans home happy they 
had watched 60 minutes of pleas­
ing hockey.
COMMANDED PLAY
The Packers commanded the 
play right from the opening 
whistle, but it was the^ V s who 
counted first, their only one of 
the game. The V s had the early- 
igame pressure on, trying to dup-
Bathgate, who saw he couldn't 
do much at close range, and the 
Vs playing-coach Jumped on the 
rebound of Tarala's point shot 
to make It 1-0 for the southern­
ers.
The V s went Into their de­
fensive then, and it was scoreless 
hockey until 1:02 of the second 
frame, when Powell moved
The two goals In the final 
frame were just Insurance, with 
Roche earning his second of the 
night when he capitalized on a 
smooth pass-out from Middleton, 
triggering It into the corner with 
a crisp backhand shot.
Powell put the finishing touches 
on a booming rush by defence- 
man Harry Smith which saw the 
colorful rearguard shoot and
pass out to Middleton, on the r e d jS ?  
spot, and the big left winger I t h e  pay-off 
waited until Roche got into posi-| ^
I T ™ p . «  » ”
OrvPl^v.n fh fiin n  i'^e Series, and Wednesday nightOrv La veil, the lean defence-! Kelowni-for an 8
man who has been having pleu­
risy trouble lately, was a sur­
prise starter in the game, and 
an unhappy one for the Vs. when 
he boomed in with the puck at 
the 5:11 mark, dug his way 
around behind the net. moved it
S / O O t U -
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
jp.m. game that could be the last 
of the season for the southerners, 
provided the Packers taka lx)th 
the games coming up.
SUMMARY
First period — 1. Penticton, 
iBathgate (Tarala) 6:35. Penalty: 
Taggart 8:09,
Second period — 2. Kelowna, 
Roche (Middleton) 1:02; 3. Kel­
owna, Lavell (Swarbrick) 5:11. 
Penalties: Touzin :46, McCallum 
5:42; Wakshinski 9:20; Taggart 
mi.sconduct 12:21; Smith 14:25.
Third period — 4. Kelowna, 
Roche (Middleton) 8:05; 5. Kel­
owna, Powell (Smith) 15:18. Pen­
alties: Tarala 5:53; Swarbrick 
15:25.
PACKERS LEAD SERIES, 2-1
MON. FEB. 24. 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
“Get out of here!” Dave 
Gatherum, Packers' stellar net- 
minder, right, guides the rub­
ber by his net and keeps his 
eyes glued firmly on the elu­
sive biscuit fired in by Vs
Rheo Touzin, coming In with 
stick up. Packers’ defenceman, 
Andy McCallum, left, also eyes 
the puck and V s Johnny Uten- 
dale, just looks unhappy about 
the near-miss. The Packers 
beat the V s 4-1 on Saturday
night and now lead their OSHL 
semi-final series two games to 
one. Fourth game of the series 
is in the Peach City tonight, 
and the fifth here at 8 p.m. 
on Wednesday.
(Courier Staff Photo)
NHL Play-Off Race Fading 




By MARTY GOODMAN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Fish, Power Alternatives 
Says B.C. Power Director
A full house of sportsmen, re-1 They must have power, high cost
pjetc with food, sot back and 
watched a lively program of en­
tertainment at Saturday night’s 
Annual Game Banquet, siKinsored 
by the Kelowna «nd District Rod 
and Gun Club.
Over 400 Jammed the Aqua 
Ball Room of the Aciuatic to ca­
pacity, to savor the game di.shos 
prepared by head chef Dave 
Mlllns and enjoy the program of 
entertainment, climaxed by an 
Interesting and timely talk on 
“Fish and Power,” a .subject of 
vital Intere.st to Ro<l and Gun 
clubs in the province these days, 
B.C, liouseholders may stxtn 
find the co.st of a luxury food 
item hidden in their light hill, 
according to Charles W. Nl(sh, 
director of loatl developim'nt for 
the B.C, Power Commission, 
Speaking Saturday at the Kel­
owna and District Rod and Gun 
banquet, the j)ower commission 
official said, “ If the price of fish 
ii the preclusion of economic 
hydro development, then every- 
' one will be forc<><l to pay that 
price In jiower, whether he be a 
fish consumer or not,"
“Time to meet the province’s 
fast-growing |KiWer needs with 
hydro has already run out," said 
Mr, Nash.
The speaker nskwl his sports­
men audience to think of prolv- 
Icms which Iwdevil the fishery 
interests and jxiwer resqurees in 
terms of “Fish and Power” rn 
ther than “ Fish or Power.” 
Utlll|ly iMioplo are faced with 




Ho listed a number of commis­
sion power . developments which 
he claimed had been hindered or 
stopped altogether because of 
consideration for small fishery 
which did not compare in impor­
tance with the size and impor­
tance of the power project.
The province told the Gordon 
Commission that British Colum­
bia would require 12,.500,000 horse­
power by li)75, said M r., Nash. 
This is now less than 20 years 
away.
There is no evidence, the 
speaker declared, that any other 
form of iwwor generation will 
prove cheaper than hydro i>ower. 
Flyon the scientists who arc work 
; Ing to pro<Uice atopilc ixiwor 
plants have grave doubts whoth
An artistic scoring effort by 
Andy Bathgate and a solid goal- 
ing Job by Harry Lumley may 
have elided the playoff race in 
the National Hockey League.
The first of Bathgate’s two 
goals Sunday broke a 2-2 tie and 
enabled New York Rangers to 
defeat Toronto Maple Leafs 4-2, 
after Leafs had defeated Chicago 
Black Hawks 3-1 Saturday.
Lumley scored his third shutout 
of the season Sunday as Boston 
Bruins beat Chicago 2-0. The re­
sults left Boston in fourth place, 
six points ahead of Toronto which 
has 13 games left.
The double loss left Chicago in 
last place two points back of 
Leafs.
In other games Saturday De­
troit Red Wings whipped Bruins 
6-1 and Montreal Canadians tied 
New York 2-2. Sunday Montreal 
and Detroit tied 3-3.
JAMES SCORES 
George Armstrong and Gerry 
James gave Toronto a 2-0 lead 
Sunday against New York in 
Leafs desperate bid to close in on 
fourth place.
But George (Red) Sullivan and 
Dave Creighton tied the game, 
setting the stage for Bathgate’s 
first goal. He circled the net and
(poked the puck,between Toronto 
1 goalie Ed Chadwick and the goal­
post.
He scored his second goal and 
24th of the season after Toronto 
yanked Chadwick for an extra 
forward.
Lumley stopped 33 shots as 
Bruins k n o c k e d  the Hawks 
deeper into the league basement. 
Chicago’s Glenn Hall stopped 23.
Bronco Horvath scored his 25th 
and Vic Stasiuk his 20th for 
Bruins. ,
ALL BUT CLINCHED
League - leading scorer Dickie 
Moore notched his 31st of the sea­
son, high in the league, to give
Montreal a 3-3 ti^ with Detroit 
and move Canadiens within one 
point of their second league title 
in three years. Montreal leads 
the second-place Rangers by 23 
points with 11 games to play. 
New York has 12.
Billy McNeill, Gordie Howe and 
Alex Delvecchio scored fop De­
troit, each time putting Wings in 
front. It was Howe’s 27th goal in 
a weekend that saw him collect 
seven points on two goals and 
five assists. The tie moved Wings 
three points ahead of Boston.
Andre Pronovost and Claude 
Provost were the other Montreal 
goal-scorers.
er nuclear power will be com' 
Iiotltlve within a generation. 
"A n d  by the time nuclear 
janver carries the ba.se load In 
our generating plnnt.s, nuclear 
ami hydro will not be competl 
tlve, they will bo complementary 
Hydro iwwer n.sed lor peaking 
purpose.s will be twice ns valu 
able as It Is Uxlny.”
Of the 10,000,000 horscphnYcr 
needed by H,C, ,in the next 20 
years, the Columbia River can 
supply one quarter, said Mr 
Nash, That leaves 7,500,000 horse 
jwwer which could be developed 
If It were not for fish.
"H.C. takes alxnit 1 per cent of 
the world fish catch. At our door 
Is the world's largest ocean, from 
which North Atnerlcn takes only 
3 per cent of the wo '̂ld’s catch 
llie Asians take 30 per cent of 
the, world catch from the same 
ocean. Jt wc arc really worried 
nlK)ut oiir fish .supplies, there In 
the ocean Is n huge so^itce oi 
protein avallnblo If we dcj|rclop 
methmls for harvesting It,"
The siwaker concluded by oht 
hiving what had Iveen done In 
i British Columbia to develop a
PENTICTON WINS 
PEACHLAND ^SPIEL
Th’e Dunn rink of Penticton 
topped 32 entries in the Peach- 
land Jubilee Bon.splel over the 
weekend to make off with the 
Peachlnnd Garage Trophy lor 
the "A” event.^
Weir of Vernon walked away 
with the Kelowna Builders 
Trophy, for "B” event, with 
Brown of Wostbank capturing 
the Kelowna Sawmill, "C” 
event trophy,
(See, tomorrow’s Courier for 
remainder of results,)
The Kelowna Juniors handed 
Penticton an impressive 12-4 
beating yesterday, to move into 
the valley finals against Vernon 
som etim e this week, winner to 
play Kamloops for the junior “B” 
Okanagan - Mainline champion­
ship. '
Going’ into the second period 
leading 4-3, the locals turned on 
the steam and dazzled the Peach 
City pucksters with their scoring 
in the final two; frames, scoring 
eight-to-one.
Rodney Gagnon and Nick Bu- 
lach scored hat-tricks in the all- 
out scoring spree, Dennis Casey 
rifled in two, Glen Bancroft, 
Ralph Boychuk and George Rcd- 
lich each tallied singlcton.s, and 
Bulnch added a fourth to his hat-
trick in the final minutes of the 
game.
The fast free-wheeling' game 
was fairly tight 'in the first 
frame, with Penticton getting 
first blood and Kelowna coming 
back four times. Penticton an­
swered with two more to draw 
within touching distance, but the 
locals never looked back.
Out-scoring and out-hustling the 
southerners in the second frame, 
they poured in five goals to one, 
and added three una,swercd goals 
in the third frame, to wrap up 
the game aniJ series.
The winners will play Vernon 
for the valley chainplon.ships, 
with the date of the fir.st game, 
in Vernon, to be set within the 
next day or so.
Chiefs came up with a big per 
formance here Saturday night to 
turn a 2-0 first session deficit into 
a great 4-2 win over Vernon Can­
adians for a 1-0 lead in their Ok­
anagan Senior Hockey League 
semi-final playoffs.
The two teams played to a 2-2 
tie in the first encounter.
Payoff pucksters for Kamloops 
were RJark Marquess, Grant War­
wick, Bill Warwick and Bill 
Hryciuk. Vernon marksmen were 
Merv Bidoski and Jim Moro.
Vernon took a . 2-0 first period 
lead when Bidoski lifted a rebound 
high past goalie Jim Shirley after 
a play with line-mates I/.vison 
and Harms, and Moro converted 
a pass in front by Sherm Blair.
Chiefs came back with a fight­
ing display in the middle session. 
Grant Warwick setting brother 
Bill away on the boards for Mark 
Marquess to trigger home from 
his pass. •
Bill Hryciuk notched the tying 
marker on a power play with 
Vernon a man short.
Defenceman Grant ’ Warwick 
shot Chiefs ahead at 18:45 of the 
stanza, his slap shot from point 
being deflected past goalie Dave 
Gordon by Don McLeod.
Vernon, in an effort to save 
the game, drew Gordon in the 
last minute, but Bill Warwick 
skimmed a low shot the length 
of the ice to put the issue beyond 




1. Vernon, Bidoski (Harms, Da­
vison) 8:44; 2, Vernon, Moro 
(Blair, Agar) 13:54. Penalties: 
Kernaghan ;17, Bidoski 5:47, Mc­
Leod 9:39,
Second period:
3. Kamloops, Marquess (B. and 
G. Warwick) 11:20;,4. Kamloops, 
Hryciuk (Hunchuk) 13:10; 5.
Kamloops, G. Warwick (Hryciuk) 
18:45, Penalties: Kernaghan 6:22, 
Leopold 7:31: King 8:05, Blair
12:54, Harms 16:51, Milliard
17:33. Lowe 17:33, Hunchuk 19: 
Third period:
6. Kamloops, B. W a r w i c k  




WINNIPEG (CP) — Halfback 
Bob McNamara of Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers has signed to play with 
the Canadian Football League, 
Western Division, club for the 
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And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is available nightly between 
7:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Creditors knocking at your door?  
Coll N IA G A R A  -  it’s w h at w e ’re for I
R. J. WILKINSON
for EXCAVATING 
Irrisation — Drainage — etc.
BENVOULIN K.R. No. 3
62-M-tfc
N
L O A N S
Largeil All-Canadl»n loan Company
101 RADIO BUILDING 
KELOWNA, B.C.
Branches throuhgout British Columbia
Chilliwack:
Boyd Building, 3 Gore Ave., Chilliwack, B.C. Phone: 2-9631 
Nanaimo:
Windsor Building, 77 'Victoria Crescent, Nanaimo, B.C. Phone 2978
Nelson:
560 Baker St., P.O. Box 400, Nelson, B.C. Phone 1638 
New Wesitninsier*
513 Columbia St., New Westminster, B.C. Phone LA. 1-186S 
Prince George:
144 George St„ Prince George, B.C. Phone 510 
‘ South Burnaby:
3653 KIngsway. Phone DE. 9550 
Vancouver:
146 Eost Broadway, Vancouver, B.C, Phone DI. 0205 
Vancouver:
Rm. 200, 455 Gronvllle St., Vancouver, B.C. Phpne TA. - 1257
Victoria:
630 Fort St., Victoria, B.C. Phone 4-0365
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Canada Draws 
Cuba For NA 
Davis Cups
MELBOURNE (CP) -  Canada 
will face Cuba In th« first round 
of North American’ Davis Cup 
competltkm, it was announced to­
day hy Don Ferguson, president 
of U’o Australian Lawn Tennis 
Association who mode the draw­
ings,
Tlie United States will face 
Venezuela and Argentina will 
fnco the British West Indies in 
other first-found miltches, Israel, 
which  ̂ Joins the North American 
zone group to alleviate a heavy 
sliito of teams In the European 
zone, got a hye,
MONTREAL tCD  -  Montreal 
Alouettes hxUlKill club Friday 
announctnl the signing to\n try­
out contract of D<wle Jennings, j greater yield froin fish rivers 
21. tackle from University of Ok- whlcji are not imwer rivers, and 
lahomn. , > suggested to the slwrtsmen a
w e e k e n d  FIGHTS
The signing marks what the 
AlQstette ntunagement calls “ the 
first break In the University of 
Oklahoma r K«lmonton Eskimos 
shuttle service Instituted In 1954 
by Coach Frank (Pop) Ivy,
»y THE ASSOCIATED PflESS 
Detroit — Johnny Summerlin,
concentration on this tyi^ellDl^i, Detroit, outi)olnt««l Jack
‘Jacobs, 17, New York, 10
Oorlmiind, Germany t~ Erich 
Schwppner, 173'.ii. Germany, 
knocke<t out WllUo Jlocpncr, 173Vli 
CJerinany, 1.
lU'ttVW
to research, which, he clalmi^, 
would give a yield many times 
that which might l>« lost In the 











B.C. Owns Copyright On Centennial! Police Capture 
Emblem,' Attorney Genera! Explains | Escaped Inmate
THE DATLT COBWEB 
MON'. F tB . 24. 185S
at the chnic after a guard had
’ removed his handcuffs.
VICTORI.\-Mo one but t!ie .-..sure the ix-ople they h.ave to Y.\NCOUVER (CP> -  Georgr ' in
B.C. Centennial CommiUee has pay no added ,<ums of money, J.nckson. 21 who escnivd cu.stvxiy' lecaptuie today, 
the right to charge any fee or -I'l,,, p, c  centennial committee ;U the movincial health clinic Jnr'«-son was serving 18 months
registeis all priKiuets that bear here early Friday, was recap for inissesston of stolen cheques,
i V
royalty for use of the ce.dermal ,e :" ' ....... ................................... -  provincial health clinic
emblem, Attoniev-Gencral Hob- p,;, c  n'i i-.ni il c'-e.t o r  embl.'m . j v. i . » •
,,,i h . <in r . ’i n ^ \  ancouver and coiicm roiit sentences of six...ui ttuiiKc a blO rt ,̂ *.4iaiK>n at 3 n.ni. Saturday. at fAr ivxcAAcciAn
copy. Mr. Ix.nner .-aid m.̂  other fec‘ jack.son. an inmate at Onkalla 
. . . . .  ''«>■■■!dy IS p,i>abav Prison farm in suburban Bur I'l'owling at night. He was
voters in Etfvot and S\Tia have'^^“ permisMon for U:> rnu'i 7 1̂,, :.tt ut.-, -  etuvral said Dint
merging their countries into the:^ » . r. . f"\ncd b> theA Vancouver man, Art PaiKi'i-, piovaice of British Columbia, as
CAIRO <APi
ert Bonner said today. 
“The province owns the 
Some 7 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 •'niblem.” he
naby. escaiicd through :i window awaiting trial on another charge.
'V
%.• i
;1781 Beach .Avenue, obtained employer of the man who de-
RCN PUTS AVENGER AIRCRAFT UP FOR SALE
Avenger aircraft, above, since 
1952 u.sed by the RCN as tor­
pedo bomber.s, are now up for 
sale. Cost of the ships, bought
from the U.S. after they had 
proved serviceability in World 
War II, wai $100,000 plus what­
ever alteration costs were in­
volved in adapting them to
Canadian installations. The 
RCN is now using Tracker air­
craft built by de Havilland Air­
craft Co.
THY COURIER W.\NT-AUS 
PHONE -H-l.i
BEFORE YOU INVEST -  INVESTIGATE!
Easy-Money Rackets Invade West
(EDITOR'S NOTE; From time'plaints to start an investigation, tious. Particularly if the conver- 
to time there have been many j the promoter just moves on. It is sation goes on in this fashion. The 
complaints made by innocent simple to take the name of the customer is reluctant so the 
housewives over the way they scheme off the door—and then salesman offers a surprisingly 
have been mislead by •'make- start a new one under a new large allowance on her old mac- 
money-fast" schemes. Rose Dude'name, or the same scheme over hine. If she still resists he re- 
of the We.stern Producer, in the ‘ again under a new name and in duces the price another $20 or 
following article outlines some of a new location. |$30 as an out-and-out discount.
There isn't much help for those seems a good assump-
who have already lost th e ir  machine was over­
money—the promoter keeps it. j priced in the first place.
The best defence is in the hands' If.he puts on pressuije to com- 
of the consumer. Beware the plete the ^ale that afternoon, of 
high pressure salesman who of- fers a further discount if he 
fers enormous profits, who wants
United Arab Republic under Ga-
mal Abdel N a ^ e r  ^ .from Ottasva a copyright on tlioh ig,ned ii, (..'• ill Uoimovton of the
More than 5(X),(X)0 wildly cheer-!^f^blem and announced he wo.i:d yiii.i. n's Printer's staff. .Another 
Ing students jamming Cairo's Re-jcharge all bu.sine.sses and either .seeiien of the act. he .said, makes 
public Square heard this result'organizations who use it. ;elear that any.wenk, preiuired or
of the plebiscite. ' I t  has been learned th.at M r . ' published by or under the diroc-
Thc S.\Tian government of Pre-. Parker has written at least one j turn or control of Her jMajesty O r  
.sident Shukri Kuwatly quit in | major chain store, informing ainy government deiiartment, bo- 
Damascus as Syria officially be-1 them of “a Royalty of 5 tier eem|!ong.s to Her Majesty, 
came a province ‘ in the union. °n all imported flags bearin.g this j Mr. P.ii ker has been told he 
Syrian Premier Sabri A.ssali of-l^'csign.” He was claiming a 101 will be held re.siionsible for. any 
ftred to stay on with his care-iP*^*' royalty on all imported sums of monev idready collected 
taker government until N a s s e r ! apparel and personal by him, Mr. Bonner .said, 
appoints an executive council for bearing the centennial
the province. ' r, u  > • . . .
Nasserr, the former president of !
Egypt, assumes virtually absolute 
powers in the new republic.
ALMOST UNANIMOUS 
The official results of the yes- 
no plebi.^cite were;
On the union of Egyp't and Sy­
ria, out of 6,102,375 Egyptians i 
voters. 6,102,128 approved, equal j 
to 99.99 per cent. |
On Nasser as president, 6,- I 
102,116 Egyptians approved, also |
99.99 per cent.
On union, out of 1,312,798 Syr­
ian voters, 1,312,759 approved,
99.98 per cent. On Nasser 1,312,
808 Syrians approved, 99.98 per ; 
cent.
The sweeping approval had ! 




!lS >  300 colors to choose from for 
Interior Finish. ‘
.Ask to see the booklet “ l.lving in Color" and 
"How to Do It with ritlsburgh I’alnts"
Interior Builders M arket Ltd.
PHONi: 3236 M .RNON ROAD
V  - m
DAVE PUGH IS A MEMSER
m i
OF THE DIEFENBAKER TEAM
the easy-money rackets that have 
Invaded the west. It makes inter­
esting reading. The most sound 
advice is "Before you invest—in- 
veistigatel"-
By ROSE DUCIE
A number of. rackets are hit-ig signature on the dotted line 
ting we.stern Canada with increas-1 right now. Read before* you sign.
ing frequency. Not only the opti­
mists, .who naively think they’re 
getting something for nothing, or 
are picking up a colossal bargain, 
but those who would juSt like to 
earn some extra money at home, 
are finding themselves on the 
sucker list.
Unfortunately, those who can 
least afford it, who are trying 
desperately to stretch the budget,
. who really need the extra dollars, 
are most likely to be taken in.
It’s a hard cold fact that some­
thing for nothing just doesn’t hap­
pen. The high pressure salesman
Before you invest—investigate. 
WORTHLESS INFORMATION
Sometimes the promoter of a 
racket depends on his ability to|
doesn’t have to make another 
call, discourages her from com­
paring prices of well known 
makes, then the customer would 
do well to insist on taking time 
to do some investigating.
Perhaps the machine has a 25
take a little money from a loti year guarantee.” The word guar- 
of people. He may advertise along I antee holds no magic. The cus- 
this line: |tomer should insist on knowing
Women: Do homework, in spare j parts and service can be
time. Pleasant profitable work."
From those who reply he asks 
$1 for information. Often this in­
formation is completely and un­
ashamedly worthless, "niere’s the 
story of the woman who receiv­
ed the reply toat since she was a
who calls at the door with a housewife. , s u r ^  she knew how 
"make-money-fast" scheme, thejto pies, ^erefo re , the log-
glowing offers in the mail, need
to be regarded with caution.
Caution and common sense are 
the customer’s best safeguard. 
Before youu invest—investigate, 
is the advice of r'pputable busi­
nessmen.
THREE VICTIMS
The housewife . who wants to 
earn money at home, the elderly 
person who would like to add a 
little to his income, are the vic­
tims of the home-work racket. 
Then there is the shut-in who 
needs an occupation as well as in­
come and whose family is will­
ing to sacrifice and scrape to buy 
an expensive machine "if it will 
help.”
It’s not easy to find a way of 
earning money at home and there 
• are hundreds of earn-money-at- 
' home schemes that benefit no one 
but the promoter. It is estimated 
that in the United States they 
take some half-billion dollars an­
nually from several million 
people. There are plenty of these 
scheme.s in Canada too.
Knitting machine deals have 
been pu.shed in western Canada 
this fall. Often those are typical 
of the hnme-wotk racket. How 
does it work?
'The unsuspecting customer an­
swers an advertisement and Is 
told that if she buys a knitting 
machine she will bo able to sell 
her knitted products to the pro­
moter. A machine from a parti­
cular company is specified. Of­
ten the price asked is twice Its 
value but the cu.stomor has no 
way of making comparisons. She 
is told that only a limited number 
of offers are being made and is 
urged to hurry to sign the con­
tract, with a substantial down 
payment on the tnachlne.
When she signs, often without 
Investigation and without reading 
the fine print on the contract, 
this can happt'iv: She sends the 
knitteil protlucts to the promoter. 
They come back. She is told that 
there is no demand for this par­
ticular garment or that "in keep-
obtained. She should investigate
leal thing for her to do, she was 
told, was to get an automobile 
and peddle her pies throughout 
the neighborhood.
Another type of scheme is il­
lustrated by advertisements in 
help wanted columns asking for 
women to address and mail post­
cards. Send $1 for information 
and instructions, says the adver­
tisement—you can make over $50 
a week. ’ ,
For $1 the victim may get a 
small booklet outlining a proposi­
tion like this: an offer to sell 
them double postcards advertis­
ing name plates. These are to be 
addressed by the housewife to 
people of her own selection. If 
any of the cards are returned fill­
ed in with an order for name 
plates, the home worker submits 
the orders to the company and 
then is to receive a commission 
on each order. No money is paid 
merely for addressing and mail­
ing postcards. Even if the house­
wife doesn’t bite, the promoter 
ha.s the $1 she sent.
There may be firms in local 
communities making legitimate 
offers of home-work such as en­
velope addressing. It is very un­
likely that they will ask payments 
or fees for Information about the 
homework.
'The Boston Bettor Business 
Bureau rejw ts that in the United 
States a scheme to sell instruc­
tions and materials to equip the 
purchaser to sell name plates on 
a commis.sion basis took in over 
a million dollars—all from $1 bills 
for the alleged cost of instruc­
tions. A million victims right 
there!
BAIT AND SWITCH
There’s no harm in filling in a 
coupon about a bargain sewing 
machine or vacuum cleaner, But 
the onus Is on the customer to 
know when a bargain Is, or Is 
not a bargain.
It’s iKJs.slble that the coupon Is 
just bait advertising. When the 
housewife nn.swers an advertise- 
mont for a u.sed sewing machine
the address given before she buys 
the machine. The worth of a 
guarantee depends on the com­
pany backing .it.
COUPON BOOKS 
Another scheme has reached 
western Canada—the coupon book 
scheme—and many housewives 
are being canvassed by tele­
phone. Recently Ross Walker, ex 
ecutive secretary of the Retail 
Merchants of Saskatoon, said a 
"firm operating with a battery of 
telephone girls” was busy sell­
ing coupon books to Saskatoon 
people.
Coupon books usually purport 
to offer free merchandise or serv­
ices or discounts. Merchants are 
sold on the ideas as an advertis­
ing scheme by a fast-talking pro­
moter, who says he will issue the 
coupon books to a selected list of 
prospective customers. T h e  cou­
pon books are not given free, but 
sold for, say, $2, $3 or $5.
Frequently the promoter sells 
thousands by a Concentrated 
telephone campaign, many more 
than the participating merchant 
ha.s been led to expect. Conse­
quently; the merchant may not be 
able to fulfill the offer and may 
have to refuse to honor the cou­
pon-bad business for everyone 
except the promoter.
This is what the Edmonton Bet­
ter Business Bureau has to say 
to the householder:
"First of all, madam, you 
haven't been ’selected’ except 
that your name is in the tele­
phone directory. You haven’t won 
anything so you can hardly de­
serve congratulations from a 
stranger.
"Besides, the offer is not ‘free’ 
because you have to pay plenty 
for what you get. Coupon-book 
promotions benefit the promoters 
to a greater extent than you or 
the thoughtless merchant who for­
feits goods or services to make 
such a scheme possible.
"It's your money—so If you bite 
on an offer of this kind, at least 
examine the btwk before you pay 
for It; sec if the coupons are of 
any value to you; make sure you 
undcstand all the conditions; 
figure how much time, travel and 




LONDON (CP)-An appeal for 
money to help restore the crum­
bling buildings of Oxford Univer­
sity has been thrown open to the 
public.
The appeal, launched last June 
as a private matter, now has 
reached the £1,000,000 mark. The 
aim is £1,750,000.
"This is a milestone, but not 
the journey’s end,” said Lord 
Bridges, chairman of the trus­
tees for the appeal. "Therefore 
we feel the time has come to ap­
peal to the general public.”
Work has started on the more 
g r a v e l y  threatened buildings. 
Complete restoration is expected 
to take 10 years. •
APPEAL TO CANADA 
About 50 private donation. ,̂ to­
talling £500, have been made by 
Canadians, and it is hoped to 
launch a general appeal in Can­
ada when the legal position con­
cerning tax concessions for char­
itable gifts is clear.
Sir Edward Peacock, an 86- 
year-old retired Canadian banker 
living in Britain, made a gift of 
$15,000, and the Ford Foundation 
gave $1,000,000. Sir Winston Chur­
chill gave £ 1,000 from his 80th 
birthday fund and the citizens of 
Oxford contributed £8,000. The 
rest has come from charitable 
trusts and Oxford graduates.
Giving an example of the work 
to be done, a spokesman said 
that the library of Christ Church 
College is in need of repair cost­
ing £ 100,000.
'The mayor of Oxford. Aider- 
man R. F. Knight, who launched 
his city’s appeal under the slogan 
"Oxford belongs to me,” said 
it might well be universally 
adopted, since Oxford has some­





ing with the high standards of, 520 or $29,50 and ends up buŷ
our inerehaiuUse, we find that j „ ^ew one with an unfamiliar 
your shipmt'iU falls .short nf the| nnmo for $180 she ha.s probably 
standards of quality w’e feel Itjfj^nj,,, f,„. "bait and .switch” 
neces.sary to live up to, , technique,
BU'T NO MARKET . I  It can happen this way; Tlie
The vulmized customer find.s ...niesman arrives with the cheap
herself with a co.stly machine but n^nchine-probnbly the head ofno market,
Often tlie luoinoter turns the 
contract over to a financing firm. 
If she falls hehiiul in her jiny- 
ment.s the threatening letters be­
gin to arrive, Sometimes the fine 
print on the contract says that 
she guarantee.s to pn.v for recon­
ditioning the machine if it Is re- 
ixissessed or even to pay solici­
tor’s fees for her own pro.secution 
for the amount owing on the mac­
hine,
Better Business Bureaus in the 
United States tell of a whole var­
iety of schemi's in which the pro­
moter sells the unwary houiie- 
wife information and materials, 
on making artificial (lowers, or 
iqirons, or figrulnos, only to find 
that the , promoter will not take 
the flni.shed pnxhiet.s. Some of
an old type treadle which has 
been fitted up ns an electric port­
able, If the customer doesn’t look 
very enthusiastic -- and she pro­
bably Isn’t—the salesman just 
happens to have a new model In 
his car.
lire brnpd name Is not one 
that she knows and while this 




gressional committee plans to in­
quest today into prices the 
United States pays (or foreign 
uranium but its deliberations will 
pose no immediate threat to Ca­
nadian uranium contracts with 
the U-S, I
Congressional sources .said the |
-----, ■ ,,L . I hearing, being set up by the joint |
use of the coiqwns <» at nil' committee on atomic energy, is I 
then decide whether the book is designed mainly to allow domes-:
aV"*’'* s’''/'’
i f
worth the price asked.
’’Remember you'll have no 
choice as to whom you will pat­
ronize, when or where, and you 
have little rocour.ge once you have 
bought the book,
"Before you invest—inve.stlgnte, 
It pays! You can’t get something 
for nothing,”
If an Investment scheme looks 
doubtful, nr too good to be true, 
the customer should contact the 
board of trade in the neare.st 
centre, or a Better Busines.s Bur­
eau, Flettcr Bu.slness Bureau.i can 
be reached at 438 Main, Winni­
peg; 100 Examiner Bldg,, Cal­
gary, and Box 473, Edmonton, It 
saves a lot of grief to Investigate
now line of sewing machines, it’s 1 before, not after, the contract 1s 
time for the customer to be can- signed,
Education Conference 
Criticized By Experts
thern arc reaching Canada,
So many complaint.^ have lK;en| OTTAWA (CPI—Called to con- 
made that (he Saskatehewart; skier "the crisis” in Canadian
determined to seek an amend­
ment to the Saskatchewan Fac­
tories Act to protect citizens 
from iH-ing victimized by promo­
ters of earn-at-hdim' schi*mes.
ence on Ez||ucatlon wound up
last week tvlth an assurance that 
all it needs Is more money.
Dr, Wilder G, Penflcld of Mont­
real, addressing the Windup ses- 
Sa.skatiKin Board of Trade Com- slon ns confdrence chairmab, Utid 
'mlssioner S. N. MncEachern said the ,850 delegates from coast to 
that in "tlier provinces, such as coast tliat "Canadian education 
British Columbia, the (nrtorlesUs fundamentally sound" but "it 
act rhquiii'M supervi-ston of job iu;ed,i more supiJort.'’ 
work done in homes, I Uoiverslty of Ottawa forum
JUBT iMOVI'lH ON , idlscusslnn of ihb conferencts’s ac-
But one of the worst evils of ,compllshnu*nts . ’nuiridai|f night 
ihe racket (s that when the agreed that the confenmee »uc- 
apthoritlc.s leceive enough com-'ceeded, In arousing inihlle oplii- 
'1 . N' , " '■ ‘
ion on education but mls.sed the 
boat on recommending what's to 
bt> done nlKUit it,. . •
Participating were Dr. Claude 
T, nissell, •presldent-designati) of 
the University of Toronto; llev, 
Henri lA'gnre, vice-rector of the 
University of Ottawa;,Gordon S 
B, Hawkins, acting director of 
the Canadian Atfioclatlon for 
Adult hMuention, and George 
Cummings, .Industrial relations 
exiH-rt for the E, B, F.»l(ly Com­
pany, l.lmlt<'d, All had ntlemk-d 
the conference,
Bald Father I-egatc: "nio  con­
ference could have pnKfueeil a 
few sound prinriples on educat­
ing .youth (or the nxxidu v,oi|d."
tic uranium producers, hurt by 
a .sui'iilu.s , of iirnaiuip now clel-| 
oping in the U.S,, to blow off 
steam. !
The committee, a siiolu’smnn 
said, ha.s no intention of interfer­
ing with the governnient-to-gov- 
erhm'ent contraot.s for urnaium | 
supply which exist among tlio 
United States and Canada, South I 
Africa, the Belgian Congo and | 
other urnnium-producing nations.'
Under the Canada • U.S. con-! 
tract, negotiated In 11)18 and re- 1 
vl.sei.i a year ago, the U.S, atomic 
Enory Commission takes tliej 
total output of a group of Cana-; 
dlnn mines In production on a • 
specified date in lO-IO, Sales nn-1 
der this arrangement totalled 
1110,000,000 In the first 11' months 
of 1957 and twik up the major 
portlbh of Canada’s total 1957 
production of 0,687 tons, 
REOARDED A8 TREATY
One source close to the com- j 
mittee said its members recog­
nize that the Canrtda - U B- con­
tract, which runs until 1962, Is In 
the nature of an international 
treaty and have no thought of 




Gives your eyes a re­
laxing change. Recom- 
mcnd«l by the National 
Profess'onnl Organiza­
tion of tlptomctrlKls, .
TV CENTRE
and AFi'LlANCI'B I.TD. 
441 Bernard Th. 2M9
Dave Pugh has lived in the Okanagan Valley for 17 years and in those 
years has dealt with many of the problems that face people in all walks of 
life! He knows y/hat must be done and what he will do if given the chance. 
Dave is riot gosnig out cn 0 limb end making all kinds of promises. He 
makes but one piromaso to you the people of Okanagan Boundary. T h a t 
promise is to Work intolJjgL.'jJJy, (aggressively and enthusiastically on your
. behalf.
A n d  A  St mug
Needs D ave P ugh  
G o v e r n m e n t  
O f f d w a  '
O N
M A R C H
3 1 s t
E M
sm
DAVE PUGH IS A MEMBER OF THE DIEFENBAkfeR TEAM
V
If You Don't Use It Sell It Through W ant Ads









102 Radio Building Kelowna
WHY PAY MORE? Our years of; 
experience with natural gas canj 
be your answer to more econo­
mical installation. For free esti-, 
mates call 4&16 Chet’s Gas Ser­
vice, 174;
SINGEiri&~SNO\V^
VATING LTD. for ditches. pii.»e-. 
lines, septic tanks. Phone 2831.
M. Th. tf .;
VISIT 0. L. JONES USED FUR-1 
NITURE Dept, for best buys! 513i 
Bernard Avc. M-TH-H .
RUTHERFORD, B A Z E H  
&  CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNIANTS
No. # — 280 Bernard Ave. 
PHONE 2821
WM. . MOSS PAINTING AND'. 
DECORATING contractor. Kel-, 
owna. B.C. Exterior and interior 
painting, paper hanging. Phone; 




511 LAWRENCE AVE. 
Phone 4434 Kelowna. B.C.
Help Wanted I
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
D. H. CLARK &  CO.
Accounting Auditing
Income Tax Consultants




Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
1487 WATER ST. PHONE 3678
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
WE REPAIR ANYTHING 
ELECTRICAL
M odern Appliances 
and Electric Ltd.
1607 Pendozi St. Dial 2430
PHOTO STUDIOS
ARE YOU UNEMPLOYED?
Read this Message . . .  It is for you.
A FREE WANT AD 
IN THE DAILY COURIER
Beginning today, in co-opcralion. with the
DO IT NOW CAMPAIGN
and on behalf of the unemployed persons in 
Kelowna and area
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER 
WILL PUBLISH WITHOUT COST
ONE -  THREE-DAY W A N T AD 
IN POSITIONS W ANTED
To each person presenting an Unemployment Claim. 
Bring your Unemployment Insurance Book to
THE CLASSIFIED COUNTER 
THE KELOWNA COURIER
An efficient Ad-Writer will help you write your ad.
It will be published for three days without cost to you.
PHONE 4 4 4 5
COURIER WANT ADS
MON. FEB. 21. 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
ROOM AND BOARD By Gene Ahern
r WAS \ /  AFTt? T-£ ,TS..\T
rAllC,'43 T) T TO y? SaT q.VST
LIMITED OPENINGS




PILOT AND OBSERVER 
Age 17 - 21 
Minimum Jr. Matric 
AIRWOMEN 
Age 18-29 
Minimum Grade IX 
REGISTERED NURSES 
Up to Age 33
Enquiries from Ex-Servicemen 
Welcome 
Apply







______________ 138, 144, 150. 156 Modern stucco bungalow on south
EXPERIENCED COOK required; side, close in, three bedrooms.
BLACK FRIDAY
(Continued from Page 1) | trial Development Bank—was
March 31 still is more than a ‘ willing to put 570.000,000 up in the 
month awav. , ;first place!
SCANDAL REVIVED jTORY POSITION IMPROVED
Borden Energy Commission; All of which augers against 
hearings in Calgary have blown! many Liberal votes in the west, 
the old pipeline scandal wide open' It docs seem to point to a cement- 
again. British Columbia and Al-;ing of the Dicfenbaker position 
berta newspapermen argue the : out this way, with Coldwell run- 
findings should be made a m ajor; ning a strong second, 
campaign issue. They are betting I Conservatives made gains in 
that if it is, Dicfenbaker, of Saskatchewan. Alberta and B.C. 
course, will win the argument on June 10, 1957. Observers now 
hands down; that his stand dur- fpoi thev’ll gain more votes in 
ing the infamous closure debate ;ihcsc three provinces in this | 
and at the last election will be pioQdon. The same may be said j 
vindicated. And this same situa- for the CCF |
tion ahso helps the CCF’s bid as|
strong second contender for they I Minister’s position in the I
too fought gas skulduggey^ iĵ j ; ; ^  provinces not only is' 
One writer says tha Black; J ^
Friday in the Commons now is ’ ^
applicable to Business Firms and Contractors who want a|^^^ 
group of jobs to do. It is to aid the unemployed and make 
better business for all!
This offer i s ‘to Individuals who arc seeking a job. It is not | underlined and that it
-  - -  ■ June 10 he wrested two seats from
, , u -  Uhat hard-boiled province's sev-
Obviously, people who use. gas; easterners think he’ll gain 
and oil, regardless of argumen^ ’ 
to the contrary, are m no moodj  ̂ ,
to subsidize Canadian gas exports! Meanwlnle, the Duplessis ma- 
to the United States at 22 cents I chine in Quebec has been called 
per thousand cubic feet, while i’nto action. Recall the events of
T i
T«£ EACU 




^sCCOwS. HE CAgT 6ET KKi C« Tv.£ 
UA2V ^̂ EW.5£!̂ 5 TO hElP m.W PO TV;£ 
X>3...ThEV Aa HAVE PKOW Eva^EEa 
TO CET OUT CJS \vOC<i\5 '...CAN'T >OU 
TnO>E LOArECs INTO , 
hElPinS H'.vV 3EE0CE SP'C'NJ COnVE3 
ANO ThEV TANE TO RviJs K nChESY
.• UU-.U... \

















Lakoshore home, nice lawn and 
garden, forced air heating, fire­
place, picture window, screened 
porch, beautiful sandy beach. 
Lease required. """'r-..
ROBERT H. WILSON  
REALTY LTD.
large living room with fireplace, 
dining room, large kitchen and 
utility room with laundry tubs. 
Part basement has furnace and 
cooler. Garage and workshop.
Full Price $11,000.00 
with good terms to reliable party.
JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building 
Phone 2846 ,





Young woman, aged 20, 
wants office position with 
good promotion prospects. 
Has two years busines ex­
perience, in typing, office 
training, business machine, 
filing, dictaphone. Grade 12 
education- (major in Eng­
lish). Industrious and am­
bitious- Excellent references 




5 ROOM HOUSE IN TOWN. At> 






Rooms; by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, a'l facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
163
SHORT STORIES
NEED LIGHT FOR HORSE
ZANESVILLE, Ohio (APi-they, during a tough e c o n o m i c j ” » u mo  i a p i  oeriod are forced to oav 32 and 'bon  Liberal Adelard Godbout. . 'j'* J~ "
34 cents shouted to Quebeckers to ”SaveiE 'b ‘'‘ Wilson, 18 was cited F n-
the honor and the credit of thoid^-'' night by police for riding a 
province!” He ,was swept in to 'horse without lights. A
34 cents.
When the voter hears that Can­
ada's Industrial Development 
Bank, a subsidiary of the Bank of office. 
Canada, was told to “go to hell” 
by the pipeline people, after IDB
QUEBEC FACE-SAVING to put a light on the horse’s tail 
. , Something similar appears to be or the saddle next time he rides
offered to loan $70 millions toitaking place this week. At least;after dark. Both he and the 
keep Trans-Canada from starving I  behind the scenes Quebeckers! horse were released.
STUDENTS SUSPENDED
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. lAP)— 
The Little Rock school board 
Friday suspended a white boy 
and a white girl for two weeks 
ordered Wilson and his horse to in connection with' the appear- 
headquarters, where he was told ance of printed cards saying
OWNER SELLING 3 BEDROOM 
home (industrial area) with fur­
niture — $7,800.00. Without 
87,000.00. S2,5()0 down, easy terms. 
Apply 1729 Richter. No agents 
please. 150, 154
FOR BRICKLAYING AND 






for your office furniture!
1447 Ellis St. Phone 3202
Births
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH­
ED 2 room suite, private shower 
and toilet. Weekjy or monthly 
winter rates $42.50 month May 
to Oct. inclusive $45 month.' 784 
Elliott Ave. ~ M-Th-tf
CONTEMPLATE BUILDING sec­
ond storey for office premises. 
Total area about 1,800 square 
feet. Prospective tenants in­
terested in renting all or part 
space, please contact G. Letke- 
man, 1463 Ellis St. Phone 2445..
153
1957 i'2 to n  FORD TRUCK -  
Very low mileage. Will take small 
trade. Phone 4025 days, 3422 eve­
nings. 155
1954 FORD TUDQR — RADIO, 
heater, new tires, excellent con­
dition. Will accept 1946 , to 1950 
pickup part payment. Priced 
reasonable. Phone 7565 or call 
528 Birch Ave'. ' 151
MIDDLEAGED L A D Y  EX­
PERIENCED in alterations 
would like work. Also cashier ex­
perience. References if desired. 
What have you? 746 Cawston 
Ave. 150
LADY WITH 12 YEARS EXPER­
IENCE as Billing Clerk for C.P.R. 
and general office work would 
like employment. Phone 2177.
151
EXPERIENCED GIRL WOULD 
like housework or baby sitting 
during day. Phone 8541. 151
BORN IN KELOWNA GENERAL 
Hospital on Feb. 21st, to Mr .and 
Mrs. Arthur F. Vanidour, a 
daughter, Nancy Patricia—a sis­
ter for Ronald. 1 50
FURNISHED BACHELOR suite 
and semi-furnished apartment. 
Use of completely automatic 
washer and dryer, heated by hot 
water with individual thermo­
stats. Apply Bennett’s Store.
153
Deaths
1956 PLYMOUTH SUBURBAN 
station wagon, good condition, 
good mileage, price $2,400. Apply 
907 Wilson Ave., or phone 7991.
154
1952. FORD SEDAN — NEW 
automatic transmission. Custom 
radio and heater. Signal lights. 
Phone 6597. 150
Pets and Supplies
and put through the line—Mr. 
Voter isn’t going to like it. 
PUBLIC SMACKED
Adding insult to injury, the 
pipeline people, after refusing, 
with help of a Liberal administra­
tion, to give the people of Canada 
a chance to own the gas supplies, 
thereby cheapening the cost to 
consumers after a fair profit had 
been guaranteed the projectors of 
the line—the pipeline mentors 
then smacked the public with a 
lO-to-12-cent higher price per 
thousand than they sell gas to 
Americans.
There are still some people in 
the world who think this is all 
right. They argue we wouldn't 
have had a trans-Canada gas line 
if we didn’t subsidize American 
exports.-—"
It’s like saying that because a 
handful of realtors lost a lot of 
money once upon a time, they 
now can charge anything they 
like for housing because John Q. 
Public owes them a chance to 
make a fortune, at .John Q. Pub-
FEMALE BOXER — Spayed — 
children’s pet and watch dog. 
Phone 3108. 155
Boats and Engines
1957 MODEL 7V̂  H.P. ELGIN 
Motor with cruise a day tank. 
Run only 30 hours $300 when 
new. Selling for $200 or will ac-
iQiR TTTVP vniTR WHinTT I ^  or 3 H.P. motor plus "cash
difference in exchange. Phone
are being asked to “save the face 
ot Quebec.”
Consider these facts:
1. For the first time in history, 
Quebec has had inadequate rep­
resentation in a federal cabinet.
2. Quebeckers have been label- 
el supporters of a “Quebec (Lib­
eral) party.”
3. A burgeoning population 
wants desperately to expand and 
develop and only Tories so far 
have offered to put in force a 
powerful developmental program, 
embracing Quebec as in all other 
provinces.
4. Strong man Maurice Duples- 
sis has never seen eye-to-eye with 
Liberals, but is in accord with 
Dicfenbaker.
5. Quebec and Ontario long ago 
buried the hatchet and merged 
their feelings into true Canadian- 
ism—Quebeckers don’t want to be 
known as “separatists” — they 
want desperately to be a part of 
a greater Canada.
it seems likely the Duplessis 
machine will have its way. Add to
FISH LACKING
NEW YORK (AP)—The recent 
cold wave has cut off the supply 
of fresh fish during this Lenten 
season. Most of the fishing boats, 
still heavily laden with ice, arc 
tied up at their docks and won’t 
go out again at least until Mon­
day.
SUB CIRCLES WORLD
HONOLULU (AP) — The'first 
around - the - world cruise by an 
American submarine ended at 
Pearl Harbor Friday. The Gud­
geon, flagship of the Pacific fleet 
submarine force, put in at the 
port she left nearly eight months
“One down and eight to go” at 
integrated Central High School. 
The reference was to the expul­
sion of one of the nine Negro stu­
dents enrolled at the school.
POPE RECEIVES MEDAL
VATICAN CITY (Reuters)—The 
American ambassador today pre­
sented Pope Pius with the George 
Washington Carver Memorial In­
stitute’s annual gold award for 
the betterment of race relations. 
The citation accompanying the 
medal, handed to the Pope in a 
private audience, read “ for out­
standing contribution to the bet­
terment of race relations and hu­
man welfare” ’
FIND HUGE SHARK’S TEETH
LONDON (Reuters) — Teeth 
from long-extinct sharks whose
Gudgeon is jq u ip p ^  ^ig enough to hold
with the snorkel breathing tube jq have  ̂ been discovered by
for t l ^ d V C l l i n ^  SUDmOr̂ Cd T^nccion r\/'n«nncrrnrtV in rc
'^VheTe^^are' few voters in this 1 couSry X  wni s^a  ̂ th " p ip "  i Quebec independent members of 
line’s mentors do not haVb a right ;the Commons who favor D efen- 
to make a profit on a gas project, ^aker. As a result, in all likeli-
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, WITH 
livingroom, dinette, kitchen, bath­
room and back porch with cooler. 
Apply Bennett’s Store. 153
DERRY — William Henry, aged 
82, of 2275 Pendozi, passed away 
in Kelowna General Hospital on 
Saturday. February 22nd. Funer­
al services will,be held from the 
Chapel of Kelowna Funeral Direc­
tors on Tuesday, February 25th, 
at 2:00 p.m. Rev. R. S. I,eitch, 
Padre of Canadian Lpgion No. 23, 
officating. Interment Kelowna 
Cemetery. He l.s survived by his 
loving wife, Elizabeth, . three 
daughters, one son, ten grand­
children and nine great -grnnd- 
cliUdren. Also surviving is one 
sister in England, 150
CLEAN, BRIGHT,, FRIENDLY, 
sleeping room suitable for young 
lady or gentleman. Phone 8767.
L52
drive, with cab, 30,000 miles, in 
excellent condition. F o r, informa­
tion phone 4545. 154
1948 PLYMOUTH DELUXE coach 
—Radio, fog lights, good condi­
tion. $300. Phone 4697 between 5 
and 6 p.m. 151
Coming Events
THE BERNARD LODGE -  Bed­
rooms by day. week, or month. 
Also housekeeping rooms. Phone 
2215. 1.54
CLEAN,. WARM. LIGHT HOUSE­
KEEPING or sleeping room, Ap­
ply 890 Bernard Ave, 154
LfGHT~HOUSEkEEPIN(^^^^^ 
—Large storing space. 746 Caw­
ston Avc. ,150
Motels -  Hotels
WATCH "CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale’’—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. ' , 32-t£f
3038. 154
16 FT. RUNABOUT WITH IN­
BOARD 4 cylinder Willy’s Ker- 
math Sea Jeep motor. $1,300.00. 
Can be seen 8-5. Phone 2335.
150
any more than Tommy Douglas 
would decry the development of 
power in Northern Ontario or 
highways in British Columbia. 
The point is voters should not be 
called upon to underwrite a trans- 
Canadian pipeline to the tune of 
multi-millions, so that a handful 
of men can profit to the tune of 
multi-millions.
And what rubs the sore raw is 
the fact Canada—through Indus-
r a v e l i n g
on diesel engines.
REPORT BRITISH ATTACK
BONN (Reuters)—The Yemeni 
legation here claimed today that 
British troops equipped with tanks 
and artillery made a “concen­
trated attack” on the “Yemeni” 
village of A1 Beida Tuesday. The 
statement said the attack was re­
pelled.
Building Materials
1949 TWO DOOR METEOR -  
What offers? Also parts for 1939 
Dodge. Phono Winfield 2747.
151
1936 MERCURY DUMP TRUCK 
-4-5 yard box. Good condition. 
Contact Henry Funk, Lakeview 
Motel. 153
ANNUAL MEETING LADIES 
Auxiliary to the Aquatic, Feb­
ruary 25. 8 p.m. in Aquatic 
Lounge. Everyone welcome.
146-148-150
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Canadian Arthritis and Rheuma" 
tlsm Society. Round table dis­
cussion on arthritis and demon­
strations, Wednesday, Feb, 26, 












Phones, Television, Laundry 
Day, Week, Monlli 
WINTER RATES
1.5.5
1949 CUSTOM 4-DOOR FORD- 
two tone, new seat covers, radio, 
heater $123. Call at 1017 Fuller 
Ave, 154
BUYING LUMBER
For all your building needs 
Lumber - Sash - Plywood 
Insulation - Cement - Bricks 
Paints - Doors - Floorings 
Buy local — Buy at 
WM. HAUG. & SON 
1335 Water St. Phone 2066
153
19.57 METEOR RIDEAU 500 -  
linrdlop, 11,000 miles. For infor­
mation phono 4545. 154
iiEDSTONE'sTRTTn^^ER SALES 
Service, Peachland, B.C. Phono 
Peaehlnnd ()87. 169
19V,l"ENGLlSlfl’A7tnN~GObD 
condition. Phone 7424, 154
Trailers
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C, LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna
Rooirt 1, 453 I^wrenco Ave.
\ ' Phono 3903
Venioh '
2803-32n<l Ave. Phone 4236
172
18 FT, HOUSE TRAILER -  For 
qulek sale $5,50,00, Contact Henry 
Funk, Lakeview Motel, 153
Auto Financing
ESMOND LUMBER CO, LTD 
for all Building Supplies. Spccifil- 
Izlng in Plywooa. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phono or 
Wire Orders Collect, 3600 E 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C, 
GLonburn 1500. 154




No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
1 Insertion ___   per word 3#
3 consecutive
Insertions ......... per word
5 consecutive insertions
or more .........   per word
Classified Display
One Insertion  ........— $1,12 inch
i consecutive
insertions ......... ........ - 1.05 Inch
3 consecutive Insertions
or more ........ ......... ..... .95 Inch
Classified Cards
3 count lines dally _.,$ 9.00 month 
Daily for 6 months .... 8.50 month 
Each additional line - 2.00 month
One Inch daily ..... . 17.50 month
Jne Inch




hood, Quebec will throw some 
seats to the Tories. Perhaps 20 
or more.
SOLID ONTARIO
Meanwhile, in Ontario, there is 
little question that with Premier 
Frost’s help, the Conservatives 
will not only rewin their 60 seats 
but probably will wrest another 
five from the Liberals.
Although, generally, political 
soothsayers predict Dicfenbaker 
will go back to Ottawa with be­
tween 135 and 145 Tory MPs back­
ing him, it always is sobering to 
reflect on Mr. Diefenbaker’s own 
private outlook.
In 1953, during the hotly-con­
tested Prince Albert campaign, 
before Mr/ Diofenbakor won the 
plurality over Liberals and CCF, 
this writer remarked: “Well,
Jack, it looks as though your 
election i^  in the bag.”
Honest John replied: “The only 
sure way to win an election is to 
sec that you have the ballots in 
the box . . , I never count an 
election won until the ballots are 
all counted!”
Russian oceanographers working 
in the central Pacific, Tass news 
agency says. 'Their ship, the Vit- 
yaz, trawling at a depth of two 
to three miles in a wide area be­
tween Vladivosok, the Sovie Pa­
cific port, and New Zealand, 
found "extremely rare samples of 
the animal world.”
ROKs BEGIN MANOEUVRES
SEOUL (Reuters) — S o u t h  
Korea’s Army F r i day night 
started the biggest independent 
manoeuvres in its history. Some 
57,000 troops will take part in the 
two-week exercise, along the cent­
ral Korean front, the largest ever 




lish airline will cut its prices on 
foreign routes April 1 by between 
eight and 20 per cent, the news­
paper Zycie Warszawy reports.
Property For Sale
REPAIR BPKCIALIHTB
Rodlos, Televisions, Electric 




249 B«r«mrd Ave, Phono 2498
155
RED TOP AUTO COURT
1688 Vernon Kd.
Completely furnlslu'd, plus Tele­
vision, 3-room Indivldvial cot­
tages. Front and rear entrances,
Private parking stalls. All .ntlli- 
ties supidied. 1/iw weekly or 
monthly rates, , 151'FINANCING A CAR? BEFORE
— w r ? . A » « — ■ .von buy ask ns about our low i WELCOME INN MOTEL , financing service with com-
Housckeeplng motels by day, puqo in.snranco coverage, Carni- 
week, or luonth. ^I.^w winter M.qklo Ltd,. 364 Bernard
rates, 18'24 Vernon Rd. *‘51'
_  „ ........  ’• ,3(5 137 ' 13B. 14B. HO, 1.50
Articles For $ale
REGlCTEUfD'nLnUNC
2 adult pair, 2 youngunales, Any 
reasonable offer accepted, or 
ranch on share basl.s. Herd at 
present with Mr. R. J, Marshall, 
contact G. R. Hardman, Hox 191,
EnderJ^', ; 151
35MM CAMEuAr l''2.:r' l.ENS, 
includes trlinxl, light meter, an I 
case $50. 'Phone 8803* evenings.
I ISO
A. W. GRAY





DETROIT , (AP) — Ward’s An- 
toinotive Reiiorts said last week 
motor vehicle output will drop 
tills week to the lowest level of 
the year,
'The agency said U. S. output 
will consist of 94,573 cars and 
17,476 t r u c k s ,  ngninsl 101,(156 
ears and 18,709 tnieks last week.
In the like 1957 week 138,9.18 car.s|wlht explosives by unknown per 
and 23..T42 trnek.s were built. ' |scns last month.




TRAIL (CP)-City cjnmcil will; 
seek an explanation from the fcd-| 
era! transport department for the | 
r(!(luction of .service on the CPR ■ 
Kettle Valley line between Ihci 
West Kootenays and the coast, I  
Mayor L, A, Read said: " I t  isj 
h little disturbing that we arej 
living in a country where we are; 
supposed to liave some peace of 
mind and that a m.ainlino ritilway 
has to curtail service becnu.se of 
threatened bombings.
“Something is wrong. There 
milst 1)0 an answer, If the gov­
ernment can't handh* the situa­
tion, why (loii’t we get sodh’oi'c 
who can,” '
The night service was cut out 
following .sabotage of the line
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are the antecedent 
for our
SUCCESS!
EXPERT TYPING DONE AT 
home, Invoices, statements, let­




DRAPES EXPER’n.Y  MADE ~  
Ttitn estimates. Doris Quest 
Phone 24AU 154
MeCULIDUGH 44 CTUIN RAW 
$275' 007 Wll-Hon Ave,, or pluxu 
7991. ' 151
„  i NCHILI ,AS
— Sell or trade, reasonable, 
I^oneJW l, _____  _  J.W
Articles Wanted
Auto Parts
""T^vREnvi'^G “  
lf/52 Ponllnc,\1951 Chrjy-.stler, 1950 
Meteor, 19.50 'Chev. Pickup, 1949 
Mercury, 1948 Pontiac (8 cyl.), 
1947 Mercury (114', 1947 Mer­
cury, (IIS' , 1916 Monarch. For 
further information contact u.s 
(iirecl. ("icm Auto Service,' Rcld’.s 
( M n< r I h n (fll.. tf
Fuel And Wood
TOP MARKET nilC’lS  PAH) 
tor scrap iron, steel. c«)|>per, 
lead, etc. Honest grading, rroinpt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd, 230 Prior iU.. Van­
couver, B.C. Phone PAcUlc (W.57,
M-TlEVf
(k
( OAI -  PRl STOI.OGS 
14NMOIU HRIQUETTES 
IKij li\»W t really gets cold
When* From?
WM: HAUG and  son 
1.33,5 WATER ST. PHONE 2066 
GLENMORE YARD PHONE 3208
iVitYTiusii* ANiVsTTAii i!v(X)i)̂
Phone Ivan Spletzer at 6367.
DRY HUSH' WC)4)D immcdlnto 
delivery, 112,50 j>er cord, 2 itords 
124. Phone, HtLl. ' 160
1459 KLLIS ST. , KFXOWNA, B.C.
(Quecnswn.V »nd Ellis)
3 Bl'DROOM STUCCO HOME, on lakcshorc road, beach 
frontage .immediately across ioad, Livingroom with view of 
lake, Full basement with furnace, and 3 rooms almost at 
ground level, 220 wiring, rock-wo()l insulation. Garage. Full 
price only' $S„*il)0, pr near offer. Good terms if desired,
30' X 123’ I.OT IN C n ’Y, just south of hospital area, city 
water and sewer. A desirable building lot for ortly $2,100 cash, j
A T IR A C ilV I' 3 DFDROOM BUNGALOW on Bankhead,' 
Living room, kitchen with brcakfasi nook, bathro(uii, full 4 
piece plumbing, Imi|I basement with automaiic oil furnace, 
laundry tubs, extra bedroom, 220 wiring, 100 amp, Rock wool, 
7-onoliie ipsulaiion. lixlerior of housc'is plywood arid siding, 
interior Gypp’*-' and drywall, Car port. 73’ x 100’ lot. Full 
price only $ 11.300; with $8,000 down,
TWO AND A lIALF ACRE PROH-RTY will! frontage on 
Highway 97, Some fruit trees, grapes, etc. Good soil. Well built 
bungalow,, will) 220 wiring, full 4 piece plumbing, full base­
ment, with Propane gas furnace. Cement block garage. Chicken 
house. Only 3 minutes drive from city centre. Price $1.3,630, 
with $7,630 down, ' ,
ohn Motor,s, which worked five 
days, , rei)ortc<t closedowns this 
week,
Canadian oirt)nit this week will 
consist of 6,.500 ears and 1,155 
trucks compared with 7,185 cars 
and 1,201 trucks b(.st w(“ck. Iri the 
like 19.57 week Canijdlnn factor- 
trucks.
Plioncx —  Offico 3175
A. W. Gray 0169
llcsidonccs




Police ... ..................   Dial 3300
Hospital ..... i-------  Dim 4000
Fire nmi -— -----  Dial 115
Amhnlanco ... . Dial 119
MEDICAL DIBLCTORY 
HKRVICK
II unable to conlarl a doctor 
Dial 2722
SPECIAL CAKFJ4
STRATFORD, Ont,. (CPi-M rs, 
William Atkin of nearby Llstowe 
marked her fl.5th birthday In M(> 
iriorlnl Hospital with a cake 
baked by iu r̂ nephew, I/)rne 
Freeborn, a baker. He also pre 
seated (*neh other palietil with a 
miniature eake Inscrlbwl “95,”
HAPPY MEETING
CANMORE, Alta, (CP)~Mr,s 
William Kaleta w|is reunited her( 
with her brother, Frank Gryzbek
DHIIO 8TOIIE8 OPEN
Sundaya, llolldaya and 
Wedneadaya 
2 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
OSOYbOB CIIBTOMH IIOWIIH 




of Poland, whom she had not 
seen for 4(1 vears, He was visiting 
In the United States when i he j f j j f  
learned of her nddresfi and ao(>ny^" 
mado bis way here.
Thanks
TP our friends nnd 
patrons for the good wishes 
cxtenilcd on the celebration 
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Notice Regarding Income Tax
' I '■ ' , ' •
Hospital costs borne by B.C, Hospital Insurance 
Service arc deductable in calculating Income Tax.
If this applies iii your case, certificates covering «uch 
amounts paid to the Kelowna General Hbspital m ay'be 
obtained from the Hospital,




THE OLD HOME TOWN
RASW! BY ANY CHANCE WOULO 
YOU KNOW WHO PUT -mAT BV4





tsncAMl♦jusnc^ "  O - aO ',
B A C K -R O A C * F O L K S  f  '  /  /  i s '
L O O K  O in ;  P A W ! T M A T S  a  l o a d e d  C JoeS TK >/M
■z-z^
W ill New Technique 
Outdate False Teeth?
By Herman N. Bundesen, M.D.jof the rest of the teeth.
. V.I / „  I! Loss of a first molar often IsIt is now possible for some of responsible for shiftcxl a n d
you to grow another tooth. Or, 
to be more accurate, to grow one crowded teeth, chewing difficul ties, diseases of the gums andui in anoiner svkh. 
read recently how j ^ .-.f the
two oral pathologists at the Uni- 
versitv of California transplanted 
a tooth from one part of a pat-
of your own teeth th pot.
Perhaps you j ^^.^rets of success-
MOVIE COLUMN
Lauren Doesn't Believe 
In Idleness, She Says
By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (AP) — “ I don’t 
believe in a useless life,” said 
Lauren Racall. "You have to do 
lomething for somebody.”
After the death of her husband, 
Humphrey Bogart, 13 months
ienfs mouth to another. But I 
w'onder if you realize the signifi- 
canse of this discovery. 
SELECTED CASES 
Right *ow, the transplanta­
tion technique Is successful only 
in certain carefully selected 
cases. But, in time, who knows 
what our dentists may be able 
to do?
False dentures may be out­
dated before too long. We may 
be able to grow our own teeth to 
fill the vacancy left by decayed 
teeth which have to be removed.
Transplantation, the most re­
cent milestone in dentistry, was 
accomplished by Dr. Chester C. 
Fong and Dr. R. Roger Agnew, 
scientists at the university’s Col­
lege of Dentistry.
SHIFTED MOLAR 
In this unique surgical tech­
nique, they shifted a third mo­
lar, or so-called wisdom tooth, 
to the site of a missing perma­
nent first molar.
This particular type of trans­
plantation is extremely impor­
tant, since the loss of a perma­
nent first molar, without some
ful ^transplantation -is to move 
the good tooth to its new posi 
tion in the early stage of root 
development.
At present, this limits the 
practice to children or teen­
agers, but it offers a promising 
prospect for the future. 
QUESTION AND ANSWER
L. Q.; Is there any way of de­
termining the sex of a baby be 
fore it is born?
Answer: Insofar as we know, 
there is no absolutely definite 
way.. However, a fairly accurate 
test has recently been devised.
’This test works by determin­
ing the amount of hormones 
present in the saliva of the preg­
nant woman.
ago, Lauren was left well enough 
off to spend the rest of her life
in comfortable idleness If she 5*̂ replacement, can pro-
chose.
’’But you just can’t throw in 
the sponge — and work helps,” 
she said. ” It disciplines you.”
So she went back to the studios 
and starred in her 14th film. Gift 
of Love, for 20th Century - Fox. 
Then she came on to New York 
to celebrate, as she and ’’Bogie” 
used to do in the old days, when 
either had finished â  picture.
But it hasn’t been quite the 
same fun. Lauren, one of the 
best-liked gals in Hollywood, still 
has her sudden, deep, throaty, in­
fectious laugh—-but at times it 
hqs a kind of question mark be­
hind it.
NO PLANS
”My goal now is to stay alive.” 
she said cheerfully when asked 
about her future plans. ’"That’s a 
pretty good program now—just to 
survive until tl>e Sputniks and the 
rest of the things take over.
’’But I havent’s any long-range 
plans. I’ve learned not to, and I 
never will again. Plan your life 
and something steos in 
and there you are . . . flat. Some­
thing always happens to louse it 
up.”
, Lauren hasn’t got over the 
death of her husband yet, but she 
isn’t looking for anybody's sym 
pathv.
”My main problem was to 
learn to live alone. When you’ve 
shared your life with someone for 
111̂  years, it’s a problem sud­
denly to find yourself with both 
halves.
. Lauren restlessly lit another of 
the cigarets, she had been cham 
smoking from three packs on s 
nearby hotel living room table.
"I smoke about 8.000 a day,” 
she remarked absently. ” I don’t 
read what they say, about cig­
arets.”
The phone rang in her bedroom 
and a maid entered and asked: 
” Do you wish to speak to 
a Willie Sutton from Beverly 
Hills?”
“ Ha, ha!” laughed Miss Bacall, 
leaning uo. ” I sure do!”
When she returned, still laugh­
ing, she exclaimed:
"Oh, lord, I know some crazy 
people. Cuckoo!”
If "Willie Sutton” was an alias
duce harmful results. First per- 




LONDON (AP)—Soviet Defence 
Minister Rodio Malinovisky said 
Saturday Soviet armed forces al­
ready are equipped with rockets 
of long range operational flight 
"capable of carrying hydrogen 
charges to any point on earth.”
He’ made the statement in a 
speech marking the 40th anni­
versary of the Soviet armed 
forces. It was carried by Mos­
cow radio.
Marshal Malinovsky said tre­
mendous Soviet achievements in 
Industrial, scientific and techni­
cal fields made it possible to 
equip the armed forces with "all 
kinds of modern arms and mili­
tary technical means.”
He said these included "the 
atomic and hydrogen weapon, 
rocket technical means and com­
plex electronic devices insuring 
the control of the new means of 
warfare.”
He said Soviet land forces are 
capable of solving all tasks likely 
to confront them in war.
The navy, he said, is capable 
of defending sea frontiers, de­
stroying naval forces of the 
enemy on the seas and oceans 
"as well as dealing mighty blows 
against objectives situated on 
other continents.”
The defence minister, referring 
to a NATO heads of government 
meeting in Paris last Decerhber, 
said the capitalist nations are 
striving to aggravate the inter- 
pational climate.
"We must deliver a crushing 
blow which will once and for all 
end nttemots by anyone to ar­
rest th e  forward march of the for Frankie Sinatra, she didn’t 
peoples of Communism,” he said, say
first permanent teeth to appear 
in a youngster’s mouth, usually 
erupting when the child is about 
six years old.
AFFECTS OTHER TEE'm  
They are often referred to as 
the keystone of the dental arch 
since they affect the alignment
Harris Declines 
Lib. Nomination
DURHAM, Out. (CP)-Walter 
Harris, 54, former Liberal fin­
ance minister, Friday declined 
his party’s nomination for Grey- 
Bruce riding.
Mr. Harris was defeated ni the 
June election by Eric Winkler, 
Progressive Conservative. Mr. 
Harris was first elected in 1940.
Thomas Stevenson, 50, a Ches- 
ley plumber and tinsmith, was 
cliosen by acclamation.
FARM PIONEERS
Agriculture was introduced into 
Manitoba in 1812 by the Selkirk 
settlers.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER 




Both sides vulnerable. 
Contract—seven clubs.
NORTH
■ , • . 4 ----- -
V5432
45 4 3 2
;|k65432
WEST EAST
4 J1 0  4 AKQ
4 J109870  4 AKQ
4109876 4A K Q j.i






Opening lead—ten of diamonds.
Probably the most fam< 
in the history of bridgi 
one shown here. Legend 
that the Duke of O 
some two centuries ago'.
East hand and b ack ^  iti^-^the 
tune of 20,000 poundi'^ifalwft the 
North-South hands. '.pj-r
The Diike lost his wager easily 
as he was unable to score a trick 
despite the extraordinarjy wealth 
of .high cards. Whether fhe story 
is true or the hand wagi actually 
ever dealt, it has come  ̂ down to 
Us from the days oi .̂whilst, having 
been first publish®®!^ Edmond 
Hoyle in 1750.
This hand, andiOth^rs'ilike it, 
together with ii^unpllflilblc real 
and fictuional storie; ,̂. about cards
YOUR HOROSCOPE
By ESTRELLITA
and card games, their evolution 
and history, have been comiled 
in an anthology by Albert H. 
Morehead and Oswald Jacoby, 
titled "The Fireside Book of 
Cards”
No bidding is given with the 
Duke of Cumberland hand, the 
pregumtion being, for dramatic 
effect, that somehow or other the 
final contract is seven clubs, 
doubled and redoubled, played by 
South.
No defense can defeat the con­
tract. Aces become deuces as 
South slaguhters each and every 
of East’s honor cards. As- 
e a diamond is opened. . 
eclarer ruffs, trumps a spade 
dummy, and leads a club, win­
ning East’s nine with the ten.
A spade is ruffed in dum my 
and another trump finesse is 
taken.
The third round of spades is 
then led and ruffed indumijiy, 
thus establishing all of South’s 
spades.
Declarer now enters his hand 
by trumping a diamond. The ace 
of clubs floors East’s king. Soutji 
has only spades left and chalks 
up thirteen tricks as East’s aces 
and kings fall like tenpins.
The deal is an extreme exarhple 
of the destructive power of freak­
ish distribution. Double and triple 
voids can wreak havoc with point 
count and honor tricks.
Incidentally, we ^yould like to 
advance the suggestion that if 
ever you cut into a game with 
strangers and are dealt the East 
hand, either ask for a new deal 
or look for the nearest exit.
CROSSWORD
FOR TOMORROW
Keep a caroRil watch on fin- 
nance.s now. Avoid extravagance 
and, even in your most generous 
moods, don't dole out hard- 
earned assets indiscriminately. 
If approached for help, differ­
entiate between those with gen­
uine needs and those who are 
merely lixiking for hand-outs. 
FOR THE RIRTHDAY
If tomorrowf is your birthday, 
you entered, ns of the beginning 
of this month, a cycle in which 
it would be .smart to press vig­
orously toward major objectives, 
You have reason for optimism 
now .since your horoscoi>e Indi­
cates lioth Job and financial
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
gain within the next six months. 
Put forth best efforts, however, 
since no matter how excellent 
the planetary influences, you 
must, of course, cooperate,
From the end of June until 
late October, you should find ex­
cellent opfHirtunities for broad­
ening your social horizons and 
improving your domestic .sot-up. 
Avoid extravagance in March, 
April and Novenaber, and look 
for some excellent news of a 
liersonal nature in December. If 
single, new romance is a possi­
bility in June,
A child Ixirn on tihs day will 










'.t DOWN 23, ViewsJt. Tennis serve24, Vol-
Ballet 
KT. dancer 
Ill'S . (Particle 
«u, jt (colloq.)











E g y p t ) :  8. Placating
12. Smoothlng‘rm '7. Wink 
tool ■ ‘ Gang
13. Como Poker stake 33, Applaud
14. One ofi ri,”' W. Scorch 34. Pot-
ColumbusT’ ' W, Coniferous pourri
.ships ' t ree 35. Male sheep
(abbrl) .. .0 n ,  Fish 36. Cries,
16, Mudguar.id ' ID. Orange ja'm as a cow
17. CeriuiAi' '.M 21. Timid 38. Warp-




TXE PRESIDENT); MAMSION 
^4 '^m B iF 0R £/^£m  
siECTED mmitrcf'Bulks.
ihe  prcsidentS (a w is io n
-IN  WMERTOWN.MWIS,- 
' SO NAMEO BECAUSE IT WAS 
OWNED By Die PRESIDENT 
OF HARVARD UMlVERSlTY 
-  W A * M6K1NATEO AS  
WASHINGTONS OFFICIAL 
RESlPCNCi By DM provincial 
COMGRIS5 OF MASSAtMUSHHI
BAY ON JULY 2.1775













10, Fated to 
die (Scot,)
i f c .
N l^ O U S  MATCMICA
And mis I  PAm'iNTERf 











































**  BUT NO r a il r o a d
ems/tyn/m it> 
to DMcf m m s n*sm tm f(o94
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE Here’s how 4o work Ui
A X Y D L n A A X R \
, Is /  L O N G F E L L O W
One letter siniply stands for another, In this sample A l.s used 
for the three L's, X for the two 0*s, etc. Single lelteTs, ai>0!itrophes, 
the length and formation of the words! sro all hints. Each day Uie 
co<ic letters arc different. ' ,
, .
; A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
B P U U K H U X K K U B B P U X B B W U 
K U M AK \ E X W W K P X It U -  K L H B P K U W W .
Saiurdsy’s Cryploquole: WHEN FAITH KS W).ST, WHEN HONOU 




'•* SCK UP TO HERE 
YOUR SHEKANlCARl 
1 HIRED YOU TO DO A 
JOB — VYRECN JUUET 
JONES'S PCilncAL 
CAREER-
>00 CROSS ANT.ANO 
IXt RUIN YOO-ANO 
THE JONES 61RL- 
FKOW DEVON TO 
THE STATE CAPlTOt. 
NOW DO YOU PiAY 
BAIL WITH ME T 
>f 5 OR NO.'
MASTERWNO.',
y A  “
i t
MeANWHUB, BACK ONBAXTU, A PLANS M S  
PASSSO THS POINTOP NO HeTUBH IN ITS 
m sT V M to  F U 6N T A a toss  THSPAamc...
\  * '
SuDPSNiY, AOIES AWAY, A PSADLY F\OTSCT,LE 
KISSS OUT O F  TUB BLUS PACiFiC... yi'.5zao
L. A -V Y'l
Beffinnlno this w*9k; 'PetP IMnser'
_ Z 2 3 ]
& i C t
•l|l|l‘(  THIS WORLD IS 
>  JUST ONE BIG
commercial
SOMEBODY'S TRYING TO SELL 
YOU SOMETHING FROM THE 
TIME YOU GET UP
IN the morning




WELL. ANYWAY, NOBODY 
.TRIES TO SELLVOU
anything while
YOU SLEEP AT 
NIGHT ,
-j THIS DfltAM CO*CY TOVOO ^  TmHv'Uhm l.ic. COuiYTESv CY 








TH AT N E A R ­
SIGHTED TRU4NT 
O F F IC E R .^
QK./COME ALONG,MISS.'.' 
YOU CAN'T SKIP CLASSES 
THIS-A-WAY.<'
BUT.MR. HAWKINS,I’M A 
GROWN PERSON.' YOU l -  
CAN’T TAKE ME T'SCHOOL.'
CM AS. 
KUHN-
THAT'S WHAT THEYALLSAY.' 
GET RIGHT ALONG NOW AN’ 





YOU'RE IN  
'ANTHKOPOLOSY*) 
T O D A Y !
J U S T S O ’5  I  






i ’VE LEARNEPJf GOOD,'AND
fsEAYEAYBER,' 
LET'S RUN J V.6E ROAYANTlC/̂
ove;
LINDA,
1 LOVE >'OU, 
WILL YOU 
ALVRRy ME?
X .V  NEVER,'"LEAVE 
D , IMMEDIATELY








SHE AGREED NOT 
TO FIND ANY x l  
WATER FOR HANK ^  
PERKINS, IN RETURN 
FOR YOUR HUNPREP- 
P O U A R  BRIBE /
GREAT/ IF PERKINS T/'M MAKING 
SELLS AHE HIS LAND, 1 OUr Mk 
y o u  BARNEP A  J m N r  ON 
BONUS, OmajTHIS PBAU
MUGGS AND SKEETER DELAYED IN MAIL
i> ;* V,
TIIE DAILT COCBIES O 
BIOS. FEB. 21. m n  ^
GAS PROBE
about 24 centa per 1,000 cubic 
(cet.
In cfoss-exatnination of Trans- 
Canada, Mr. PatUUo wondered 
whether U.e added cost of ’■loop­
ing'' to gather extra gas for ex
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
I U * m* Winnipeg to Emerson m ight not
uh Columbia and Alberta. Mr. rejun in higher rates to eastern 
Fattilk. argued that l>ecau.se it ‘Canadian consumers of gas. 
charges ^  cent.s each 1.000 cubic i expected to continue w'ith
feet to its American buvers and tj,prne in his questioning this 
32-34 cents to its Canadian ‘■'uS" week
tomers, Canadians were in fact ------1------------------------------------
"subsidizing the exrjort”  i
He drew what auijeared to be 
Strong supji^irl from commission' 
chairman Henry Borden, whoj 
himself felt the American rates 
were "far Vot) low" .since calcul-;
Bted c<)St of tran.sriussion from, 
the Peace Rivi-r gas jiroducing 
area to ths US. border was!
Supplied by




M A X  FACTOR 
HI-FI LIPSTICK
$1.00 Size Is {;iven away free 
wUh cither $2.00 size Pan- 
Stik Cream Make-up Base 
or $1.75 Creme Puff Make­
up Base and Powder.
LONG
SUPER DRUGS LTD.
"Where All Kelowna Saves”
Today’s Eastern Prices 
(as at 12 noon) 
AVERAGES 













VANCOUVER (CP) — High­
ways minister P. A. Gaglardi 
Friday replied io  a charge that 
he allowed a contractor to double 
his price for a highways contract 
by challenging Liberal leader Art 
Laing to name the contractor and 
the contract.
Mr. Laing said Thursday that 
Mr. Gaglardi jet a contractor 
double his original estimate in 
order to get work started on a 
rush highways job.
"Mr. Laing is all mixed up as 
usual,” the minister said Friday.
"He must be thinking of some­
thing that happened during the 
la.st Liberal regime.”
He added it was "nonsense” toljjcU phone 
say he implored a contractor to'B c  Power 






















+  .56! Cal and Ed
INVESTMENT FUNDS
All Cdn Compound 
All Cdn Dividend 










E C. Forest 
B.C. Phone
_, ',.,C dn Husky
' ’ cent Del Rio 
Fort St. John 
Home Oil A
‘Why, they're trying to beat 
my door down and as far as I'm 
concerned, they are a dime a 
dozen.”
"The nation was shocked that 
2.7,000 Canadian lives were lost 
during the six years of World 
War II” , a B.C. Heart Foundation 
speaker recalled recently. “But 
during the same six-year period, 
more than 350,000 Canadians died 
of heart and blood vessel dis­




WE HAVE BOOK TICKETS FOR ALL AGES 
Now Showing —-  Double Bill — 7:00 and 8:35 p.m.
" ^ m n i l o i r a m a l i i i g  9eto>«oy • « > .
'  H O U S E  OF
lH IM A E R S
JA C K PA LA N C E
«  BARBARA LANG
ClNBMASkOPE _ _ _ _ _



























A. V. Roe 
Steel of Can 














































Okanagan Investments Liirated 
280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.
(as at 12 noon E.S.T.)
3% due 1959 
th Victory Loa 
2% due 1960 
th Victory Lo! 
2̂ 0 due 1962 












N. OntGas . 11
Trans Canada C 26% 












3% due 1966 
Provincials 
Manitoba Hydro 
57» due 1977 
Saskatchewan 
57o due 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
57o due 1965 
Ontario Hydro 
57o due 1977 
Ontario.
5% due 1964 
Ontario 
57o due 1975 
Corporations 
Abitibi
4Vi7o due 1966 
B.A. OU 
5%7o due 1977 
B.C. Electric 
5%7o due 1977 
Home Oil 
5</o due 1971 
Woodward’s 
57o due 1977 
Inland Nt. Gas 
5Vi7o due 1977 
Loblaw 
6% due 1977 
Westcoast Tr. "C” 

























OYAMA — Production of 
Oyama’s c e n te n n i a 1 play, 
"Through the Years,” will get 
under way today at 7:30 p.m.. 
when first casting will be studied. 
The meeting is in Oyama com­
munity hall.
Written by Maxwell Poyntz 
Winfield, the play will portray 
the development of the part o 
the Okanagan from pioneer day: 









Plus d a il y  d ip p e r
“Quick-Clean” washing action. Years 
ahead .styling, long .skirt plus a ho.it 
of work saving features that will help you 
whiz thru wash days. One control wringer, ' 
powerful pump, 9 lb. cap. Permadrive 
meeh^nispi. l O n  f A
Regular .................... ........  i V y . W




594 BERt^ARD AVE, 
RHONE 4039
Fits inside your C-E Washer, solves your 
small wash problems, unique 2 ^  gallon 
“Tiny Tub” saves hot water, soap, saves 
time on daily diapers, saves work on in- 
between washes. "jjr
l^cgular............ ......... ............  l O - /  J
BOTH FOR ONLY
Oyama, will direct the play and 
Iwen Erwin, Winfield, is pro- 
lucter.
Included in the production will 
a musical score and a ballet! 
lequence.
As there is a wide range bf| 
•oles, children as well as adults 
vill be welcome. Anyone interest­
’d in helping behind the scenes | 
vill also be very welcome.
As this production offers ex- 
:;eptional possibilities, everyone | 
interested is urged to attend.
Returned recently from Cali-1 
'ornia and various points south, 
are Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Towgood. 
Travelling companions on the 
journey were Mr. and Mrs. J. | 
Towgood, Summerland.
Attending the Fruit and Vege- 
I table Workers Union convention, 
Penticton, last week were Mrs. 






DETROIT (AP) — American 
auto makers, faced with growing 
signs of the largest stockpile of 
nejv cars in history, are launch­
ing a campaign of production 
cuts to slash inventories.
General Motors is reported 
preparing to put many of its 
plants on a four-day work week. 
Ford is mapping week-long shut­
downs—a move reported to be 
dictated by its union contract 
limiting the use of four-day work 
weeks, Chrysler faces much the 
same curtailment.
Ward’s automotive reports says 
the stock of new cars In the 
United States will approach 900,- 
000 by Feb. 28. At the prevailing 
selling rate this is equal ot a 69- 
day supply and the highest point 





FREE-T* All Sl*#l Roll Avray Iroocr 
Tablo worth $19.95.
FREE—  Filler Hole worth $2.50.
Plane Checked 
For Time Ejomb
Lrrn.E ROCK,,Ark, (AP)-A 
New York-bound plane, carrying 
a Negro girl expelled from Inte­
grated Central High School, Was 
checked for a' lx)mb here.
A spokesman for American Air­
lines said the airllpe had received 
a report that a t^mb had been 
placed aboard the craft on\whlch 
Minnic-Jean Drown was listed as 
a passenger. •
The plane was delayed 40 min 
utes while It and all luggage ol 
passengers were searched. No 
l>omb was found.
Minnie-Jean, expcU<Hl from 
Central High after being involved 
In a scries of raejal incidents, haa 
received a full scholarship from
the New IJncoln school, a priv­
ate interracial tnstjtutlon in Now 
York City, She plana to begin
MUSKRAT SIDE COAT
One only Roval Topaze dyed Muskrat f t ’JJT A A  
Side Coat. Reg. $375.00 ...................  Z /J .U U
MUSKRAT BACK COATS
Two only Muskrat Back Coats. Dyed. 1 A A  T A  
Reg. $295.00 and $325.00, now ....... . l 7 7 , j U
OnER .PHANTICY
One only Otter Phanticy (dyed sheared muskrat 
backs). The newest thing in furs q  r  A  A  A
for 1958. Reg. $465.00, now ............  ODU.UU
BUCK HUDSON SEAL
Black Hudson Seal (dyed muskrat) with Sapphire
R i f  now ............................. . 4 5 0 .0 0
Never before so much quality 
at such low —  low prices
ALL OTHER COATS AND 
JACKETS REDUCED
25%  to 40%
This is not ap annual event but the weather man has 
forced us into it. Positively the greatest fur values 
in British Columbia.
_  A *
CoaWi
G e m 's  " “ a  a n A
\U
FOR ONE 
STORAGE and INSURi
'Vj!, V V
518
Bernan 
Plione
CLEANERS, TAILORS and
FURRIERS LTD.
Convenient Terms 
If Desired
/ '
(k'c
